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This study focuses on the role of the Texas Governor's

Office in the development of regional councils of governments

in Texas. The study, divided into six chapters, emphasizes

three important points: first, that Governor Connally conceived

the idea of a "Division of Planning Coordination" due to his

desire to be a strong chief executive; second, that the staff

he hired largely to fulfill this desire in turn convinced the

Governor that regional councils of governments should be an

element of the statewide planning and development system and

should receive strong financial and policy support from the

Governor; and third, that from January 1969 to January 1973,

the statewide regional council network was completed and Texas

became a recognized national leader in the use of the regional

council concept.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: THE CONCEPT OF FEDERAL INITIATIVE

Legislation passed by the state legislature in
1965 authorizes local governments of all types to
establish . . . regional planning commissions. . . .
It is much too early to estimate the significance
of the 1965 Act and the commissions that may be
established under it. One thing is certain: There
is an immediate and pressing need for improving 1
intergovernmental cooperation at the local level.

To Texans more concerned in 1965 with a widening South-

east Asian war, intergovernmental cooperation was a catchword

seldom even caught. But 1965 was a time for change, for

innovation. Big government was living up to its name; social

service programs were adopted with a rapidity perhaps never

seen before or since, and there was a need for planning and

delivery systems in keeping with the pace of the revolutionary

new programs of the New Frontier and Great Society. As a

result, intergovernmental cooperation took on a very real

meaning, at least for those in government who suddenly found

themselves responsible for finding a mechanism to get the

services to the people.

Predictably, the first option was to create entirely

new and often separate planning and delivery systems. The new

Office of Economic Opportunity began to establish local commu-

1Clifton McClesky, The Government and Politics of Texas
(Boston, 1966), p. 323-324.
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nity action agencies; the U.S. Department of Agriculture moved

quickly to form Resource Conservation and Development Projects;

the capability to establish metropolitan and rural planning

agencies was granted to local governments by the Department of

Housing and Urban Development and Farmers Home Administration;

and to add to the spiderweb of confusion, Economic Development

Districts were authorized by Congress in August 1965.2

Fortunately, each program emanating from Washington dur-

ing this period did recognize the necessity of planning as a

basic element.3 It was the recognition of planning and the

associated need for coordination that averted total chaos. By

recognizing the necessity of planning, the door was opened to

each state to take an active leadership role in developing pro-

grams and policies to bring order to the situation. Whether by

accident or design, Texas walked boldly through this door. The

ultimate result was twofold: The establishment of the Division

of Planning Coordination as a permanent staff function of the

Governor, and the formation of twenty-four regional councils of

2James F. Ray, "State Coordination of Local Planning
and Development Organizations in Texas," unpublished master's
thesis, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, 1967,
pp. 10-28. Ray was Division Director from 1967 to 1969.

3Charles T. Crow, "Planning Coordination in the Office
of the Governor: A New Tool for Executive Leadership in Texas,"
unpublished master's thesis, The University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Texas, 1970, p. 1: "It is no longer debatable whether
or not governments should plan. The reaction to programs of
the 1930's in which the word 'planning' was sometimes synony-
mous with 'socialism' has subsided, giving way to the realiza-
tion . . . that it is both logical and necessary . . ." Crow
was the Division's first staff member assigned solely to assist
regional councils.
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governments which now blanket the State of Texas and have been

designated by the Governor as "umbrella"4 agencies with overall

responsibility for insuring proper planning, coordination and

service delivery of all multijurisdictional programs. The

relationship of the Division of Planning Coordination to region-

al councils, and the importance of both to State planning and

development activities, is the subject of this study.

It is the intent here to document the history and motiva-

tion behind this relationship throughout the Connally and Smith

administrations. It will be demonstrated that the exertion of

authority by a few key individuals in the Governor's Office

was of great importance in establishing and maintaining the

Texas regional council network. It will also be shown that,

without strong Division involvement, program development in

Texas regional councils would have been slower and far less

impressive.

Three important developments culminated almost concurrent-

ly in 1965 for reasons which will probably never be clear.

These included the following: adoption of the federal legisla-

tion mentioned earlier; passage of regional council enabling

legislation; and creation of the Planning Agency Council for

Texas (PACT), the forerunner of the Division of Planning Coor-

dination. Understanding these developments is necessary before

4The concept of "umbrella" agency is explained more fully
later. Basically, its meaning is just as it would seem: regional
councils are considered as shelter and support for all multi-
county programs and services, even though they may have no
operational control.

I I I .1 -. ", - -.- l,-,-,, -,,,, l-,,,"If-- *",aomw-, ,-,;-,--,*,..
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one can appreciate fully the importance of Division support to

the success of regional councils of governments in Texas. It

is necessary, first, to understand the federal initiatives which

focused attention on the potential of areawide cooperation.

The Impact of Federal Initiatives on Texas

By 1965, at least five major federal programs required

or encouraged local interaction through areawide planning

organizations.5 The germ of this idea was in legislation

dating as far back as 1954, but became widely used in New

Frontier and Great Society programs. The federal government

thus acknowledged the overlap and duplication which inevitably

resulted when cities, counties, special districts and private

groups were all used as service delivery and planning agencies.

The federal government recognized, too, that the problems

of the 1960s--air and water pollution, crime, health and

poverty--did not respect the old traditional boundaries. In

writing an areawide planning element into the new legislation,

Congress was groping for answers to a problem long recognized,

and little understood. Although it is unfortunate that Congress

did not almalgamate the various elements of the areawide puzzle

into a single, unified package calling for all areawide programs

to fall under the aegis of one "umbrella" planning group, it

5Ray, p. 11. Actually, Ray referenced only four federal
acts. This paper adds a fifth, the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964, because of developments subsequent to Ray's writing.
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was this simple recognition of the need that was to become

the necessary springboard for State action. And it is very

possible that for the federal government to have attempted

more at that time would have created a reaction at the State

and local level that might have destroyed or severely delayed

the progress of areawide planning and development.

Housing Acts of 1954 and 1965

The concept of areawide planning was first embodied in

federal law in the Housing Act of 1954 (PL 83-560), whereby

Congress authorized planning grants for the purpose of (1) as-

sisting state and local governments in solving planning problems

caused by rapid urbanization, (2) facilitating comprehensive

planning for urban development and (3) encouraging improve-

ment and upgrading of planning staffs in these local govern-

mental units. 6

In 1965, amendments to Section 701 of the Housing Act

added a very important dimension by empowering the Secretary

of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to

make grants to organizations composed of publicly elected

local officials who were determined to be representative of

their respective jurisdictions. The Secretary was further

authorized to make grants for the purpose of assisting these

organizations in conducting studies, developing regional plans

and programs, collecting data and other activities considered

necessary for the solution of metropolitan or "regional"

640 U.S. Code, Section 461 (1964).
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problems. Section 701 is still the most important single

piece of federal legislation with regard to regional planning

agencies, as evidenced by a comment made in 1967 by James F.

Ray, a former Director of the Division of Planning Coordination:

Section 701(g) opened the door to federal
support and encouragement of councils of public
officials in metropolitan and regional areas.
These organizations, increasingly known as
councils of governments, were by 1965 coming
into favor across the nation as useful vehicles
for the solution of metropolitan and regional
planning.8

Rural Planning Commissions

A 1965 amendment to the Consolidated Farmers Home Admin-

istration Act of 1961 (PL 87-128) attached basic planning

requirements to the water and sewer grant program of the Farmers

Home Administration (FHA).9 It was required that, prior to

approval of any grant application for a water and sewer facility,

that a comprehensive plan be undertaken through "rural planning

commissions." FHA determined that multi-county planning would

be promoted. By coincidence, the State of Texas' regional

council enabling legislation 1 had been adopted by this time

and FHA looked to the newly-passed legislation as a vehicle

742 U.S. Code, Section 3101 (1966).

8Ray, p. 25.

97 U.S. Code, Section 1926 (1966 Supplement).

10Article 1011m, Vernon's Annotated Texas Civil Statutes,Acts of the 59th Legislature, 1965 (hereafter referred to asArticle 1011m, V.A.C.Sj.
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that might ultimately provide multi-county organizations with

overall responsibility for this planning requirement.11

Economic Development Districts

Congress had an excellent opportunity in 1965 to exercise

initiative in the creation of multi-purpose multijurisdictional

organizations through the Public lorks and Economic Develop-

ment Act of 1965. The Act authorized creation of multi-county

organizations designed to provide planning and redevelopment

services to economically depressed areas. The Act (PL 89-136)

provided for public works loans, business loans, technical

assistance to be provided by the economic development district

(EDD) and research and information.12  Congress could have

placed requirements in the bill which would have required EDDs

to merge with regional councils of governments. However, it

was apparently too soon for such foresight, and as will be

discussed in later chapters, the lack of such a requirement

ultimately worked to the advantage of the Division of Planning

Coordination (DPC) since the merger of EDDs and regional councils

was among the first major activities exhibiting DPC involvement

in regional council development.

11 Ray, pp. 16-19. In spite of FHA's early decision to
utilize the regional council framework in carrying out its
responsibilities, Ray points out later (pages 44-47) that it
was almost two years before a formal agreement was reached
on all points.

1238 U.S. Code, Section 3121 (1966 Supplement).
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The EDD program is still strong in Texas, in spite of

annual funding difficulties. The details of the latest funding

problem had not been released publicly as of fall 1973, but

involved was the omission from the Congressional Conference

Committee report of a requested $4 million allocation to the
13

EDD program. If the Conference Committee is unsuccessful

in so allocating the funds, the impact would be a damaging

blow to the eight funded EDDs in Texas.14

Community Action Agencies

Community action agencies were authorized under the

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Community action agencies

(CAAs) are responsible for delivery of services, for planning

and for coordination of services to low income, economically

depressed families. The importance of CAAs to the regionalism

issue lies in the fact that twenty of the fifty-nine CAAs

formed in Texas under the Act are multi-county agencies. Each

13As of late October 1973, sponsors of the Economic
Development Administration appropriations bill were working
frantically to find a way to include the allocation for EDDs.
The problem is due, not to a failure to have Conference
Committee approval of an appropriation for EDA, but to the
embarrasing discovery by sponsors that neither the House norSenate appropriations bill provided for funds specifically
dedicated to the EDDs.

14 Office of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion, 1973 Directory of Regional Councils in Texas (Austin,
Texas, 1973), p. 115. In addition to the eight presently
funded EDDs in Texas, four others have been authorized forfunding when and if funds are available. Of the total oftwelve EDDs in Texas, only the Central Texas EDD (Waco) andNorth East Texas EDD (Texarkana) are not presently mergedwith regional councils of governments.
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CAA has a governing body comprised of up to fifty-one persons,

including local government, business and other groups. Like

EDDs, CAAs are highly duplicative of regional councils and

are another example of the failure of Congress to define a

single, responsible areawide agency.15

Resource Conservation and Development Projects

The Food and Agriculture Act of 1962 (PL 87-703) autho-

rized the establishment of Resource Conservation and Develop-

ment Projects (RC&Ds). The RC&D concept was another federal

initiative which placed high emphasis on local input and

participation.16 By 1966, three of the projects had been

formed in Texas, each of which would ultimately conflict in

geography with the State Planning Regions delineated by the

Division of Planning Coordination in 1968.17

The Act requires that the projects be locally initiated,

and that natural resource and conservation needs be addressed

on a multi-county basis. Local citizens and officials comprise

the governing boards, and before funding for specific projects

can be authorized, each RC&D is required to undergo an ex-

haustive approval process, followed by development of a

detailed study and plan of the project area's needs.

150ffice of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion, Regional Plannin' and Development Organizations, TheTexas Policy (Austin, 1973), pp. 33-35.

16Division of Planning Coordination, 1973 Directory, p. 4.
1kJames D. Preston and Patricia B. Guseman, The Develo -

ment of Multi-County Regions in Texas (College Station, 1971
pp. 26-31.
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The commonality among these five pieces of legislation

is clear. First, each has multi-jurisdictional provisions,

and second, each requires significant input by local officials.

These elements alone were enough to send up a warning flag

to State and local officials in Texas. It was bad enough

that the programs provided for under the separate laws had

obvious service and planning duplication, but there was also

severe geographic duplication and each regional agency had to

have separate governing bodies. In any case such as this, too

few people inevitably do far too much, and the result is too

often a diffusion of efforts.

It was this federal setting which the State of Texas

faced in 1964-65. It was not as if all the legislation had

been adopted overnight without warning, but events had oc-

curred quickly. It would have been easy for Texas to take

no action, to allow the federal government to eventually

grind to its own conclusions and methodologies. Fortunately,

events in Texas in 1964-65 allowed the State to assume a

leadership role in governmental coordination and development

of regional planning agencies.

Focus of the Study

It is generally common knowledge that the existence of

regional councils is due largely to federal legislation. What

is not generally understood is the importance of the Division

of Planning Coordination to the overall development of this

State's regional council network.
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The Division of Planning Coordination is the focal point

for State and regional planning and development activities.

It is a statutory part of the Office of the Governor and is

responsible for numerous activities related to regional

councils, most importantly the administration of a $1.7 million

annual block grant appropriation and the provision of technical

assistance services to each of the twenty-four regional councils

in Texas. The creation and development of the Division, of

regional councils, and of an extremely close relationship

between the two is the subject of this study. It is the

contention here that regional councils, while they would have

existed in some areas of the State, owe much of their function-

al and membership success to the Division of Planning Coordina-

tion.

This writer has witnessed the policy development and

pro-regional council activities of the Division during the

past three years as a member of the Regional Services Section

of the Division. Being thus involved has spawned an interest

in the origins and direction of the early activities. In

order to fully investigate the involvement, and to accurately

evaluate its importance, the writer relied largely on unpub-

lished materials and personal interviews. In addition, the

first-hand experience of the writer was helpful in understand-

ing and interpreting information.
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Organization of the Study

This study is divided into six chapters. The first is

designed to lay the groundwork for understanding the federal

initiatives which lead to the formation of numerous regional

agencies and which created the need for strong State action.

The second chapter describes the State response in two parts:

passage of regional council enabling legislation and the

creation of a planning staff in the Governor's Office. The

third chapter discusses the early actions under Governor

Connally which resulted ultimately in creation of the Division

of Planning Coordination. In the fourth and fifth chapters,

the specific actions of the Division of Planning Coordination

under the Connally and Smith administrations are compared.

The sixth chapter contains a summary and a cursory assessment

of the Division's role under the incumbent Governor Dolph

Bri scoe.

Summary

The basis for regionalism is found in federal legislation

dating back to 1954. However, it is primarily due to legisla-

tion enacted during the early and mid-1960s. Out of this

legislation came severe duplication and overlap in planning

and service delivery. It is the intention of the writer to

demonstrate that Governor Connally and Governor Smith were

strongly influenced by members of their planning staffs to

support regional councils and to promote a strong, statewide
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network of umbrella regional agencies. From largely dis-

associated federal initiatives grew a strong, positive State

approach that has carried through to today.



CHAPTER II

THE STATE RESPONSE TO FEDERAL INITIATIVE

"Coordination" is a bureaucratic word,
currently in vogue, that is often a throw-away
term meant for show and filler. Conversely, it
is sometimes the most important word in a thought.
Coordination is an idea that is increasingly elu-
sive as government grows more complex. Coordina-
tion can no longer be allowed to simply grow
naturally whenever the variables are right.
Governmental coordination problems have reached
a level of seriousness so that conscious efforts
to build systems of coordination are necessary.1

Texas could have done virtually anything--or nothing--in

1965 with regard to the new federal legislation and the increas-
ingly complex nature of government. Judging from the experi-

ences of other states which failed to act in the mid-1960s,
one could predict that Texas would have eventually had both a
Division of Planning Coordination (or similar agency) and

regional councils of governments. Virtually all states were
moving in this direction, as evidenced in a 1968 study by

David K. Hartley. Hartley demonstrates that Texas was one of
thirty-one states with no formal state planning program in 1960,
while all but four states, including Puerto Rico, had establish-
ed some type of program before January 1, 1968.2 The important

1Dennis Thomas, "The Cultural Basin Concept: A Means toBuild Governmental Coordination," unpublished master's thesis,University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, 1973, p. 3.Thomas was a Division employee from 1970 to 1973.
2David K. Hartley, "State Planning," Book of the States,1968-69, Council of State Governments (Chicago, T968), p. 431.

14
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thing was, however, that Texas did take positive action early,

because in so doing, the State's leaders indicated their will-

ingness and desire to assume the initiative in this area.

The 59th State Legislature moved on two fronts in an

attempt to get a handle on the problem of coordination. These

early efforts were, of course, in response to the federal

initiatives of the mid and early-1960s, but the actions of the

Legislature were so direct and relatively bold that the State

at that moment appears to have wrested the initiative in state-

wide and multi-county planning and development away from the

federal government.

PACT: An Attempt at Governmental Coordination

The first State action was to establish an interagency

council to coordinate development of a State Water Plan among

the various State agencies. Creation of the interagency council

was recommended in a report of the Texas Research League on

January 7, 1965.3 Almost unnoticed among the recommendations

for major reorganization of the water agencies was this recom-

mendation for coordination of planning efforts:

An interagency council, staffed from the Governor's
Office, should be established to coordinate the State
Water Plan with the plans of the other State agencies
affected by water resource development.4

3Texas Research League, Structure and Authority forState Leadership of Water Development in Texas, Vol. I(Austin,
1965).

4 Ibid., p. 31.
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Meeting that spring, the 59th Legislature accepted the

League's recommendations with regard to both the reorganiza-

tion of the water agencies, and the coordination of their

planning activities. Senate Concurrent Resolution (S.C.R.) 68

was adopted, creating the Planning Agency Council for Texas

(PACT). In authorizing PACT, the Senate indicated the need

for a central "clearinghouse" for coordinating activities

into a unified program. Perhaps more boldly than even the

Texas Research League had expected, the Legislature proceeded

to refer to PACT as "the official coordinating agency" of the

State of Texas. Although the Governor was authorized to add

additional members as he saw fit, PACT initially was comprised

of the heads of eight State agencies--the Texas State Depart-

ment of Health, Texas Water Development Board, Texas Railroad

Commission, Texas Employment Commission, State Soil and Water

Conservation Board, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Texas

Industrial Commission and Texas Highway Department.5

Governor John Connally moved quickly to implement S.C.R.

68, announcing the organization of PACT in early November 1965.

Governor Connally had obviously grasped the magnitude of the

duplication and overlap problem, for in his announcement of

new agency, he said:

We're looking at so many programs that I assure youthere is no office, including the governor's, aware
of all the programs going on, and I am not willing
for this to continue. State and local responsibility

5Senate Concurrent Resolution 68, Acts of the 59thLegislature, Regular Session, 1965.
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for planning, for development, and for execution of
services, has not been lessened by these federal programs
[about $400 million in Federal Fiscal Year 1966]. This
responsibility is heavier today than ever before. It is
true without question that federal programs are trans-
forming many concepts of government . . . but it does
not necessarily follow that governmental responsibilities
in the states must dwindle away--unless we allow them
to do so. 6

It was nine months after adoption of S.C.R. 68 before

the full direction of PACT was known, however. A position

paper released in February 1966 described the major potential-

ities of the agency as (1) a tool of the Governor to foster

cooperation and coordination among the independent State

agencies, (2) a screening device for reviewing and analyzing

federal grants to State and local governments, (3) an organ-

ization to prepare development plans that could be fitted to

the plans of State, local and regional agencies, (4) a means

for planning for long-range capital budgeting, and (5) a means

to coordinate human resource planning.7 Embodied in these

five goals was the first indication of the close relationship

which would exist between regional councils of governments and

the Division of Planning Coordination. Of course, it could

not have been forecast at the time, since the first regional

6 Corpus Christi Caller-Times, December 5, 1965, cited
in Charles T. Crow, "Planning Coordination in the Office of
the Governor: A New Tool for Executive Leadership in Texas,"
unpublished master's thesis, University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Texas, 1970, p. 15.

70ffice of the Governor, "The Planning Agency Council
for Texas," Austin, Texas, 1966 (xeroxed), p. 1.
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council was less than a month old and the Division of Planning

Coordination was yet to be established, but two of the pro-

posed functions of PACT--that of review and analysis of federal

grants and development of plans suited to regional agency in-

volvement--are today mainstays of the Division's responsibili-

ties. These have been highly modified and refined by both

federal and State action,8 but the basic intent is intact.

When the basic precepts had been established, the

Governor's Office began a search for a consultant to assist

in preparing a "study design," or outline of the proposed

work program, for State planning in Texas. Even before the

consultant began work, the PACT staff began to explore the

possibility of creating "subpacts," or small groups of PACT

members concerned with particular functional areas of govern-

ment. Proposals included creation of "subpacts" in natural

and economic resources, public welfare and health services,

long-range capital building plans, vocational technical educa-

tion, and State agricultural services.9  It was soon obvious

8The reference to review and analysis of federal programs
is due to the subsequent Office of Management and Budget Cir-
cular A-95, which requires State and/or areawide review of many
federal projects prior to funding. In Texas, the DPC is the
State agency responsible for this program, and the twenty-four
regional councils conduct the areawide reviews. With regard
to plans, it is now a policy of the Division to promote the
inclusion of regional plans prepared by regional councils asthe twenty-four component parts of State plans, whatever thesource or agency responsible.

9James F. Ray, "State Coordination of Local Planning andDevelopment Organizations in Texas," unpublished master's thesis,University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, 1967, p. 7.
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that PACT had moved beyond its original charge. Not only had

it moved to coordinate agencies other than those strictly in-

volved with development of the State Water Plan, but it also

had moved to coordinate social as well as natural resources

planning. One other fact was also evident: that PACT, in

order to be successful in its role as a State planning coordina-

tor, would have to also become involved with vertical coordina-

tion, including, in addition to State plans, those of locali-

ties, metropolitan areas, rural regions and even the federal

government. 10

The consultant which prepared the "study design" for

PACT revealed his findings and recommendations in a report to

the 60th Legislature in 1967. Not only did the report detail

specific areas where PACT should exert itself, but it also

called for adoption of new legislation designating the Governor

as Chief Planning Officer of the State, creation of a permanent

Division of Planning Coordination in the Governor's Office and

creation of "interagency planning councils" to oversee various

functional planning areas. These provisions were accepted

and adopted in House Bill 276, Acts of the 60th Legislature,

1967.11

The Emergence of Regional Councils in Texas

Paralleling the development of PACT was the adoption of

regional council enabling legislation. The concept of councils

10 Ibid., p. 8. 11Ibid.3, p. 8-9.
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of governments, as they are commonly known, was originated in

1954 in the Detroit area, and became increasingly more preva-

lent in the 1960s as areawide agencies were written into

federal legislation. A basic concept employed in the Detroit

area organization became a model for development of regional

councils in Texas. That concept was voluntaryism and it was

the basis for development of legislation in Texas.12

The growth and expansion of regional councils in this

State have been phenomonal in terms of membership and program

responsibility. When the enabling act was adopted in 1965,

the scope of anticipated regional council activities was limit-

ed to planning. The purpose of "regional planning commissions,"

as they are termed in the act, was to ". . . make studies and

plans to guide the unified, far-reaching development of the

area, to eliminate duplication, and to promote economy and

efficiency . . . [in government]."13  Fortunately, the legisla-

tion was sufficiently broad so as to allow considerably more

latitude than is apparent from this statement, and amendments

added in 1971 further expanded the authority and responsibility

of regional councils. In particular, regional councils were

made political subdivisions of the State, which gave them

additional standing and made them immediately eligible for

12Philip W. Barnes, Metropolitan Coalitions: A Study of
Councils of Governments in Texas (Austin, 1969), p.~2.

13Article 1011m, Vernon's Annotated Texas Civil Statutes,
Acts of the 62nd Legislature, 1971as amended (hereafter
referred to as Article 1011m, V.A.C.S.).
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participation in many activities and programs normally reserved

for cities and counties. More importantly, the 1971 amendments

also provided interlocal contracting capabilities to regional

councils, thus allowing member governments a wide range of

alternatives:

The Commission may contract with one or more
of its member governments to perform any service
which that government could, by contract, have any
private organization without governmental powers
perform, provided that such contract imposes no cost
or obli ation upon any member government not signatory
hereto.4

This amendment, in keeping with the Division of Planning

Coordination's role, was drafted by regional council executive

directors with assistance from Division staff.

Regional Council Membership Growth

Once authorized by passage of House Bill 319, the enabling

act, the regional council movement was soon underway. The first

agency created under the new law was the North Central Texas

Council of Governments, Dallas-Fort Worth, on January 20, 1966.

It was followed by the Nortex Regional Planning Commission,

Wichita Falls, one week later.15 By the end of 1966, seventeen

organizations had formed, but many were one or two-county,

"paper" agencies, and seven of those were later completely

14Senate Bill 242, Acts of the 62nd Legislature, Regular
Session, 1971.

15Office of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion, 1973 Directory of Regional Councils in Texas (Austin,
Texas, 1973), pp. 75,79.
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reorganized.16 The agencies that did function in the first

year did so with limited staff, small budgets and few respon-

sibilities. In the eleven functioning regional councils as of

January 1, 1967, only five had paid staffs. The others were

provided staff by the central city planning departments, usually

on a part-time basis. On January 1, 1967, only eleven persons

were employed in Texas regional councils, whereas in September

1973, there were a total of 275 professional jobs available in

Texas regional councils, and all but a dozen were filled.) 7

Membership in regional councils has increased at an in-

credible rate, totalling more than 1,300 by September 1973.18

Table I illustrates membership as of September 1973. A statis-

tic which is not apparent in Table I, but one which is perhaps

most important, is that the 233 member counties include more

than 98 per cent of the State's population. While it is un-

fortunately true that some local governments have joined be-

cause they feel coerced by federal legislation and adminis-

trative requirements and others have joined simply out of

a "bandwagon" effect, it can be argued that the amazing success

of regional councils in terms of membership is generally re-

flective of acceptance of the voluntary nature of the program and

16The early commissions established in 1966 in the Amarillo,
Midland-Odessa, Lubbock, Austin, Beaumont-Port Arthur, Waco and
Texarkana areas were reinstated with new names, bylaws and/or
geography between 1967 and 1971.

17Division of Planning Coordination, 1973 Directory.
18Ibid., p. 11.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF MEMBERSHIP IN REGIONAL
COUNCILS IN TEXAS; JUNE 1973*

Regional Council Counties Cities Others Total

Alamo Area 12 34 27 73
Ark-Tex** 9 35 13 57
Brazos Valley 7 20 5 32
Capital Area 9 25 10 44
Central Texas 7 22 17 46
Coastal Bend 11 19 16 46
Concho Valley 10 13 14 37
Deep East Texas 12 33 18 63
East Texas 14 55 18 87
Golden Crescent 7 15 16 38
Heart of Texas 6 35 7 48
Houston-Galveston 13 61 28 102
Lower Rio Grande 3 23 22 48
Middle Rio Grande 9 10 10 29
Nortex 12 23 14 49
North Central Texas 14 111 32 157
Panhandle 19 40 19 78
Permian Basin 14 17 11 42
South East Texas 3 17 15 35
South Plains 11 38 14 63
South Texas 4 3 14 21
Texoma 3 21 12 36West Central Texas 18 58 26 102
West Texas 6 5 5 16

Total 233 733 383 1,349

*Source: Division
Directory, p. 8.

of Planning Coordination 1973

**Does not include Miller County, Arkansas and
Texarkana, Arkansas.
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appreciation of the program and service capability of the

individual regional councils.

Increasing Program Responsibilities

Given broad enabling legislation and interlocal contract-

ing authority, regional council activities are generally limit-

ed in Texas only by funding and the attitudes of member govern-

ment representatives. Initially, the only common funding

sources were local dues and Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) planning and management assistance. Conse-

quently, early programming was limited to physical planning

activities such as housing, transportation, land use, mapping

and administration. In 1966-67, the only activities proposed

other than basic physical planning were in the North Central

Texas Council of Governments, which proposed law enforcement

training and education, and in the San Antonio-Bexar County

Organization for Regional Planning (now the Alamo Area Council

of Governments), which proposed to conduct an emergency ambu-

lance study in 1967. The combined budgets in the first year

of operations totalled slightly more than one-half million

dollars for all eleven functioning regional councils of govern-

ments.19

As other funding sources became available in the late

1960s and early 1970s, regional councils rapidly expanded their

19 Office of the Governor, Planning Agency Council forTexas, 1967 Directory of Councils of Governments and RegionalPlanning Commissions in Texas (AusFin, Texas, 1967).
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scope of operations. It was an obvious disadvantage to be so

totally dependent upon categorical grant funding in establish-

ing program plans, but it became quickly apparent that a large

measure of regional council responsibilities would be to satis-

fy planning and service needs of various State and federal

agencies. Had regional councils not seized various opportuni-

ties for categorical grants as they presented themselves, the

scope of operations would have remained extremely limited, and

the regional council "network," as it has become known, could

not have been as strong and viable today.

The Division of Planning Coordination, as the focal point

for regional matters in the Governor's Office, chose to promote

regional councils as prime sponsors for many of the new catego-

rical planning and action programs. Since regional councils

were choked for money, particularly in the early days, the

bond between the Division and the fledgling regional councils

was cemented as much as anything by this mutually-serving

arrangement: the Division had been charged with finding a

statewide planning mechanism on behalf of the Governor, and

regional councils were willing to provide this service in

return for the funds which were available. Very early, the

Division had received approval from Governor Connally to

utilize regional councils as this planning mechanism whenever

possible.20 This agreement was an extremely important early

20Statement by James F. Ray, Executive Director of theTexas Constitutional Revision Commission and a former Directorof the Division of Planning Coordination, Austin, Texas,
November 2, 1973.
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effort of the Governor's planning staff since it laid the

framework under which the great majority of regional council

program responsibility was to be attained. The long-lasting

effect of such an agreement, because it occurred before the

responsibility for such areas as criminal justice, health,

manpower and others had to be determined, placed regional

councils in an extremely favorable position with respect to

eligibility for sponsorship.2 1

Expansion of regional council program responsibility

peaked after 1968, and has continued to grow ever since. The

status of programs in regional councils in Texas follows:

Comprehensive planning services.--Physical planning

activities in housing, transportation, land resource manage-

ment, open space and recreation, water and sewer and solid

waste management were the first common regional council

activities, and have not diminished in importance, even though

these activities now comprise far less of the total work pro-

gram structure than in 1967. It is the responsibility of the

regional council to prepare acceptable areawide water and sewer

plans in order that local communities may be eligible to receive

federal facilities construction grants. Additionally, each

regional council provides regional input into the National

Transportation Needs Study and the Airport Systems Plan. Each

of these new planning efforts were provided on a sub-grant

21 Ibid.
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basis directly from the Division of Planning Coordination

beginning in 1971.

Criminal justice planning and action.--The 1968 federal

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act resulted in Texas

in creation of the Texas Criminal Justice Council , an agency

patterned after the interagency council concept embodied in

the Planning Agency Council for Texas. The Criminal Justice

Council (CJC) was designated as the Governor's funding agent

for pass-through monies which were made available by the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), the federal

agency responsible for distribution of criminal justice funds.

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act contained

requirements for areawide planning, and regional councils were

designated to serve this function under the agreement which

Governor Connally had with his staff.

Today, the CJC program is operative in all twenty-four

regional councils. Each has a special criminal justice staff,

including at least one professional and one clerical support

staff member. Each regional council is responsible for areawide

planning and for assisting local governments in gaining "action"

grants for implementing the plans.22 Each year, the regional coun-

cil's criminal justice staff prepares a plan based on local input

221n Federal Fiscal Year 1974, the Criminal Justice Council'sallocation of LEAA funding amounts to $30 million, most of whichwill be sub-granted to local governments to increase crime pre-vention capability, improve court systems, quell civil disturbances,provide prosecution, probation and other staff, train policeofficers, and provide needed equipment.
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and needs. This plan, including proposed funding priorities,

becomes the basic tool used by the appointed CJC Executive

Committee in determining grant awards. In addition to its

planning and assistance efforts, regional councils in State

Fiscal Year 1973 received $6 million in action grants from the

Criminal Justice Council to provide various region-wide criminal

justice services.23  These have included recently the develop-

ment of a compatible statewide radio communications system,

an improved statewide teletype network, drug abuse programs

and numerous other regionally-selected projects.

Economic development services.--Subsequent to the Public

Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, economic develop-

ment districts (EDDs) began to be created in Texas and across

the nation. Initially, EDDs were established as separate

areawide agencies, but following an agreement reached between

the Economic Development Administration (EDA) and the Division

of Planning Coordination (described in detail in Chapter III),

they began to merge with regional councils of governments.

These merged agencies are generally termed "development councils,"

and today comprise ten of the twelve EDDs in Texas.24 In order

to be designated as an economic development district, an area--

the State Planning Region, in Texas--must contain at least two

counties qualifying as "redevelopment areas" under EDA poverty

23 Division of Planning Coordination, 1973 Directory, p. 16.
24Ibid. , p. 115.
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and unemployment criteria. In addition, the State Planning

Region must also contain a "growth center," which is defined

by EDA as one or more cities of less than 250,000 population

with the economic potential to serve as a catalyst for economic

growth and development for the region.

If qualified and designated, the EDD may receive planning

assistance from EDA to assist in providing planning and techni-

cal services aimed at stimulating economic growth in the area.

Annual planning grants generally range from $30,000 to $40,000.

By being part of an EDD, a local government also qualifies

for EDA public works facilities grants and a 10 per cent bonus

on facilities grants funded by the Department of Housing and

Urban Development. Development councils and EDDs provide the

necessary planning services to assist in obtaining these grants.

Human resources/manpower.--Among the newest of the pro-

grams being provided statewide by regional councils are human

resources and manpower planning. Manpower planning has been

made necessary by Department of Labor (DOL) requirements, and

is coordinated at the State level by the Statewide Manpower

Planning Committee, a subcommittee of the Interagency Health

and Human Resources Council. Local and regional planning is

provided by two types of areawide agencies. First, in State

Planning Regions having a core city of 100,000 or more, the

mayor of the core city is given priority for receipt of direct

DOL manpower planning funds. In the eleven cities which qualify

under these terms, most have elected to conduct the planning.
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However, in at least four instances, the regional council of

governments has been requested to conduct the planning on

either a sub-contract grant basis through the city, or by

direct DOL funding.

In the thirteen State Planning Regions not having Mayor's

planning groups, the regional councils perform the areawide

manpower planning function, receiving a small incentive grant

direct from the Division of Planning Coordination. The system

which allowed regional councils to perform the planning function

in these thirteen "ancillary" planning areas was arranged by

the Division in carrying out its responsibility for statewide

manpower planning. As of early November 1973, the Division

was working on arrangements to further assist the thirteen

Ancillary Manpower Planning Boards (AMPBs), as they are known,

by attempting to make available an additional $240,000 total

to defray costs. Otherwise, the AMPBs' annual sub-grant from

the Division of Planning Coordination amounts to only approxi-

mately $2,500 to $3,500 each.

The manpower planning function includes development of

an annual regional manpower plan which becomes an integral part

of the statewide plan. In addition, all regional councils are
providers of the Emergency Employment Act program in Texas,

normally maintaining all payroll records, writing checks and

monitoring the effect of the program, which provides federal

funds for public employment.
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Health.--Another program which has developed since the

enactment of Article 1011m, V.A.C.S., is comprehensive health

planning. Under the federal Partnership for Health Act of

1966 (Public Law 89-749), the State of Texas established in

the Office of the Governor the State agency responsible for

statewide health planning. Initially, the function was handled

by the Division of Planning Coordination, which ". . . had two

health files and one staff member assigned" as of January 1969,

when Preston Smith was inaugurated into his first term as

governor.25 In addition to the statewide responsibility,

PL 89-749 authorized areawide health planning agencies. In

Texas, five areawide health agencies were established as a

part of regional councils of governments. In March 1969,

the Governor created a separate Office of Comprehensive Health

Planning within his office to assume the State health planning

function, and in 1971 sub-grants of $10,000 were allocated to

the other nineteen regional councils to initiate limited health

planning programs. Subsequently, the grant amount was increas-

ed to $15,000, partly due to urging by the Division of Planning

Coordination. The sub-grant agencies perform many of the same

health planning and service functions as do the federally-fund-

ed agencies, even though the grants to the five official health

25Statement by Dan S. Petty, Director for Public Affairs,
University of Texas System, and a former Director of the Division
of Planning Coordination, Austin, Texas, November 2, 1973.
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planning groups average approximately $100,000.26 Duties of

the health planning groups include preparation of an areawide

health plan, review of applications for virtually all assistance

in the health field, setting of funding priorities for needed

assistance and recommendation of alternative solutions to

health problems. The responsibility and authority of regional

councils in the health area has been greatly expanded due to

the adoption of House Resolution (H.R.) 1, the Social Security

Amendments of 1972. H.R. 1 greatly expanded the review respon-

sibility of areawide and state comprehensive health planning

agencies by effectively granting to regional councils the

authority to deny funding to project applications if it could

be demonstrated that the project was not necessary.

Aging.--The Governor's Committee on Aging administers

four programs under the amended Older Americans Act of 1965,

including: (1) one-year planning grants, (2) Area Agencies

on Aging, (3) nutrition grants and (4) the Retired Senior

Volunteer Program (RSVP). Until recently, all programming

at the local or regional levels were provided through special

Aging Authorities. However, four regional councils were funded

recently for Aging planning and program delivery, and indica-

tions are favorable that additional programs will be funded

through regional councils in the future. Aging programs actual-

ly involve service delivery, including Meals on Wheels, a food

26Division of Planning Coordination, 1973 Directory.
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program for the elderly, and RSVP, a program designed to pro-

vide the elderly with opportunities to perform useful volunteer

work.

Alcoholism.--Another of the newer programs to utilize

regional councils widely is provided through the Texas Com-

mission on Alcoholism, which administers federal funds under

the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention,

Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-616).

The legislation provides approximately $1.6 million annually

to the Texas Commission on Alcoholism to prepare and implement

the State alcoholism plan.27 To assist the Commission in

developing and implementing the 1974 State plan, twenty-three

Regional Alcoholism Authorities were designated in 1973, in-

cluding twelve regional councils of governments. In recog-

nition of the general satisfaction with which regional councils

performed in 1973, the Commission recently announced that three

more regional councils would be designated in 1974 as Regional

Alcoholism Authorities.

Land resource management planning.--Possibly no planning

area is more potentially volatile than land resource manage-

ment, or "land use" as it is popularly known. The Texas ap-

proach to land resource management, because the subject is

politically explosive, has been fragmented and uncoordinated.

The key to the Texas land use problem has been the failure to

27 Ibid., p. 10.
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enact legislation which would allow land use or zoning authority

outside the city limits,28 and the result has been uncontrolled

and unregulated growth in rural and extra-territorial jurisdic-

tion areas, often within sight of incorporated towns and cities.

Texas regional councils, through Department of Housing

and Urban Development planning grants and other means, have

focused on the problem of county-wide land resource management

for several years. However, the efforts of regional councils,

like those of cities, counties, the State and other entities

is useless without proper authority and funding. A possible

solution may be forthcoming in the Jackson land use bill which

was expected to pass Congress in some form in 1973. State Land

Commissioner Bob Armstrong, in a luncheon meeting with the

Division of Planning Coordination and the executive directors

of five coastal area regional councils, indicated in August

1973 that regional councils may expect to receive support and

funding assistance to assist in the land resource management

activities under the federal bill.29

Review and comment.--No individual function of the Divi-

sion of Planning Coordination and regional councils has been

more important to the overall growth and development of the

network than review and comment. Section 204 of the Demonstra-

28Three such bills were introduced in the 63rd Legislature
on the recommendation of the Texas Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations. None was adopted into law.

29Statement by the Honorable Bob Armstrong, State Land
Commissioner, Austin, Texas, August 9, 1973.
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tion Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 contained

the requirement that many federally-assisted projects be review-

ed by an areawide planning agency prior to funding authoriza-

tion.30 The Act also placed the statewide responsibility for

review and comment with the designated agency of the Governor.

The provisions of Section 204 were implemented initially by

Bureau of the Budget (now Office of Management and Budget)

Circular A-82, and defined more specifically in Office of

Management and Budget Circular A-95.

Now referred to as "0MB Circular A-95," or simply "A-95,"

the review and comment function represents one of the most

significant outgrowths of governmental complexity. In recog-

nition of the fact that governments do not operate indepen-

dently without impacting other governments and other citizens,

A-95 provides a means to combat duplication. It provides

representatives of local governments an opportunity to review

applications by neighboring entities and to provide comments

to the appropriate funding agency. Recent revisions to OMB

Circular A-95 have broadened the applicability of the Circular

from approximately 100 federal programs to more than 200, while

strengthening provisions which are designed to prevent a fund-

ing agency from approving or disapproving a grant application

prior to receipt of the A-95 review letter.3 1 Coupled with

3042 U.S. Code, Section 3301-3374 (1966).

310ffice of Management and Budget, "Circular A-95 Revised,"
Washington, November 1973 (mimeographed).
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the increased health review responsibility under H.R. 1, the

regional council thus provides an increasingly important and

meaningful service.

Unfortunately, review and comment is often considered

anything but a "service" by participating governmental entities.

The process is designed to function as quickly as possible,

with the normal period for review limited to thirty days.

However, extensions are obtainable, and the review cycles of

the "regional clearinghouses," as the areawide review and

comment mechanisms are known, vary widely, resulting in loss

of time due to missed deadlines for submitting applications.

According to the Texas Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations, which was considering in November 1973, conducting

a study into the causes of recent criticisms made of regional

councils in some areas of the State, it is the review and

comment function which may be at the root of the disagreement.32

If review and comment is a basic problem, it is because it is

controversial and involves decision-making that directly im-

pacts the funding of project applications. It is hardly news

that governments and individuals feel threatened and resentful

when others review and comment on their applications, and since

the regional council is the vehicle for conducting these reviews,

the resentment and sometimes frustration are directed toward it.

32Statement by Phil Barnes, Executive Director, Texas
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Austin,
Texas, October 31, 1973.
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Regardless, the review and comment system has been impor-

tant to regional councils, and there is strong evidence that

it is beneficial to the taxpayer and even to the applicant

agencies because of reduced duplication and waste. Prior to

Circulars A-82 and A-95, there was no screening of applications

before submission to the funding agency; now, almost every

major application is reviewed by the clearinghouse. The result

is twofold:

1. Generally, the regional council staff assists in

preparing the application, or at least assists in making the

application as suitable and correct as possible prior to sub-

mission to the formal A-95 process. The application is con-

sequently more complete and more consistent with others.

2. Duplication and overlap are avoided, because ideally

the application is reviewed by all parties which would normally

be aware of related projects. For example, a recent applica-

tion by a small city in the Capital State Planning Region

(Austin area) was found to be an unnecessary duplication be-

cause a neighboring community was able to supply the needed

service. As a result, construction of a new water treatment

facility was avoided at a savings of approximately $150,000.33

Nationwide, the National Association of Regional Councils cal-

33Statement by Judge Jack Griesenbeck, President, Capital
Area Planning Council and Judge of Bastrop County, Dallas,
Texas, July 24, 1973.
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culates that $400 million was saved in 1973 as a result of the

review and comment system.34

The review and comment function may very well be a mixed

blessing insofar as regional councils are concerned. But it

is a proven process, and it is logical that the regional council

perform the function since it is in a better position than other

agencies to compare regional plans with individual applications.

Other activities and programs.--The program areas named

above are ones in which all--or most--of the twenty-four region-

al councils are currently involved. They are programs which

have been delegated generally on a statewide basis to regional

councils in keeping with the early agreement made by Governor

Connally and his planning staff to utilize a single agency

whenever possible. The agreement was kept in principle through-

out Governor Connally's administration, but had its greatest

impact after Governor Smith became governor in 1969. The

programs listed above require a specific staff and a specific

output. However, aside from the basic program of work which

results from these areas, regional councils have entered a

broad range of other activities. The other programs are gen-

erally locally-determined and are funded through local dues,

the State Planning Assistance Grant funds or special federal

34Speech by Francis B. Francois, President, National
Association of Regional Councils, before the National Associa-
tion of Counties Annual Convention, Dallas, Texas, Ouly 23, 1973.
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or other State agency grants.35

It is important to understand the diversity of these

innovative projects and services in order to more fully appre-

ciate the capabilities of regional councils. In reviewing each

regional council's work program, it also becomes easier to

determine those organizations which are not producing nearly

enough on behalf of their regions. Following is a representa-

tive sample of special services provided by regional councils

in Texas in 1973:

1. Deep East Texas Council of Governments (DETCOG),

asper--A bicentennial exposition project has been initiated

in which DETCOG acts as the catalyst for development of major

tourist attractions which would build on a bicentennial theme.

2. Deep East Texas Council of Governments, Jasper--A.

self-insurance program has been initiated by DETCOG on behalf

of political subdivisions within its State Planning Region.

DETCOG performs the initial research and development function

and assists in development of a nonprofit organization which

will act as a self-insuror for local governments under terms

of the Workmen's Compensation Amendments enacted in 1973.

3. Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council (LRGVDC),

McAllen--The LRGVDC has developed a regional computer facility.

35The State Planning Assistance Grant program will be
discussed in later chapters. It amounts to $1.7 million annual-
ly, and is vital to regional councils because it is significant
in amount and because it is considered local money and can
therefore be used to match federal or other State grants. The
Division of Planning Coordination administers the program.
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This facility serves local governments in the three-county

region with desired computer services.

4. Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council, McAllen--

A Meals on Wheels project, which provides hot meals to elderly

persons under Title VII of the Older Americans Act, is being

provided in portions of the Lower Rio Grande Valley.

5. Nortex Regional Planning Commission (Nortex RPC),

Wichita Falls--The Nortex RPC was instrumental some two years

ago in development of a consolidation of the Hardeman County

Sheriff's Department and the City of Quanah Police Department.

With Criminal Justice Council funding, new facilities were

constructed and the consolidation has been in effect for

approximately two years.

6. Central Texas Council of Governments (CTCOG), Belton--

The CTCOG is the only regional council in Texas which has been

designated as sponsor of the Alcohol Safety Action Project (ASAP).

This demonstration project, one of four in the State, involves

enforcing Driving While Intoxicated laws through a mutual aid

law enforcement pact in the Central Texas State Planning Region.

Vehicles and other equipment have been purchased and personnel

employed to conduct the ASAP project.

7. Central Texas Council of Governments, Belton--Using

a former Episcopal Church Lodge, the CTCOG has initiated the

Kinsolving Canyon Lodge youth care program. This project serves

as a youth services bureau for the region and is a halfway

house for neglected and troubled children.
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8. Brazos Valley Development Council (BVDC), Bryan/

College Station--The BVDC is conducting development of a Capi-

tal Improvements Program for its rural areas.

9. Texoma Regional Planning Commission (Texoma RPC),

Sherman/Denison--The Texoma RPC, operating under interlocal

contracting authority, operates the Grayson County Airport,

which was formerly Perrin Air Force Base. The offices of

the Texoma RPC, coupled with offices of the airport authority

and numerous business enterprises, now utilize all available

space at the abandoned Air Force Base. The plans for usage

and industrial development were all provided through the

Texoma RPC.

10. Concho Valley Council of Governments (CVCOG), San

Angelo--The CVCOG has consolidated data processing operations

for Tom Green County and the Independent School District.

11. West Texas Council of Governments (WTCOG), El Paso--

A service project involving coordination and cooperation with

the Republic of Mexico is being provided to study air pollution

control and abatement in the area.

12. North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG),

Arlington--The NCTCOG was responsible for development of the

unified work program for urban transportation and was also

intimately involved in development of the regional airport

zoning authority.

13. Houston-Galveston Area Council (H-GAC), Houston--The

H-GAC Regional Information Management System (RIMS) and Environ-
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mental Decisions Assistance System (EDAS) are perhaps the most

sophisticated examples in the nation of utilizing computers in

planning and development activities.

14. Coastal Bend Council of Governments (CBCOG), Corpus

Christi--The CBCOG is responsible for developing a Regional

Oil Spill Control Program, which involves not only the planning

for clean-up, but has actually moved into implementation.

15. Coastal Bend Council of Governments, Corpus Christi--

The CBCOG, as part of its technical assistance program,.regular-

ly provides organizational and operations studies for member

governments. An example recently was the Beeville City-County

Consolidation Study, in which the CBCOG provided at no cost

the plan which would have costs thousands of dollars if con-

ducted by a private consulting firm.

16. Coastal Bend Council of Governments, Corpus Christi--

The Robstown Transit Study, a project of the CBCOG, provides

for transportation for minority poverty groups to jobs in the

central city.

17. Concho Valley Council of Governments, San Angelo--

When it appeared some months ago that the Office of Economic

Opportunity (OEO) would be dissolved, the CVCOG was requested

to conduct a study into the effects of the OEO shutdown on local

decision making.

18. Houston-Galveston Area Council,, Houston--The H-GAC

is a national pilot project in using the remote sensing data
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which is made available by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.

Summary

The discussion in Chapter II is designed to demonstrate

the legal basis of the Division of Planning Coordination and

of regional councils of governments, and to describe the present

status and programs of the regional council network in Texas.

Regional councils have reached a plateau in this State, one

which is high in comparison to other states.36 The effect and

importance of the Division of Planning Coordination in helping

to achieve this level of success is the subject of Chapters III,

IV and V.

36The Texas regional council system has often been des-
cribed as the best, or at least among the best, in the nation
in meetings, speeches and correspondence from throughout theUnited States.



CHAPTER III

THE CONNALLY YEARS: EARLY POLICY PLANNING

The Governor's support through official policy
and by virtue of his prestige and popularity has
encouraged the formation of COG's in Texas. Through
his office, and particularly the Division of Planning
Coordination, former Governor Connally urged the
creation of COG's and leant whatever legal support
possible to them. . . . Moreover, his staff has
brought subtle but frequently effective pressures
on local political officials to put aside their
differences in the interest of regional harmony.1

The years from 1965 to 1967 were formative ones for gu-

bernatorial policy toward regional councils, though it is not

clear, even among some of Governor John Connally's advisors,

just how personally committed he was to the concepts of state-

wide planning and regionalism. It appears, however, that he

was personally interested only insofar as the Office of the

Governor could benefit by establishment of some sort of uni-

fied, coordinative mechanism, created as a functional part of

the Governor's Office. Governor Connally was above all else

a pragmatist who recognized and abhored the inherent weak-

nesses of the chief executive in Texas. This recognition

apparently was at the root of his strong public support of

planning and coordination; if a mechanism could be establish-

ed at the State level that could enhance and help to expand

1Philip W. Barnes, Metropolitan Coalitions: A Stud
of Councils of Governments in Texas (Austin, Texas,~1969)
p. 78.
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the authority of the Governor, then Governor Connally was likely

to be in favor of it.

There is no evidence that Connally sought any unnecessary

or excessive authority. He was in 1964 a member of the planning

committee of the National Governors' Conference, and it was in

this role that he apparently became acutely aware of the need

for planning and the frustration of not having central control

over the various elements of planning. He could not help but

know, at least in general or vague terms, of the myriad of

planning efforts being conducted by various agencies in Texas.

Connally recognized the importance, not only to him as Governor,

but to the State as a whole, of knowing what planning efforts

were on-going. Further, although cabinet government was the

best way to gain a real "handle" on matters, it was out of the

question. Thus, the Planning Agency Council for Texas concept

appealed to him as at least an acceptable interim solution to

gain some control over State agencies. The question of region-

al councils of governments and their future with regard to his

support very likely did not occur to him until some time

later.2

The event that triggered his immediate interest in PACT

was development of the State Water Plan and the obvious frus-

2Much of this is assumed, primarily from what was "un-
said" and left to innuendo at various interviews. One of those
interviewed stated that Governor Connally had a close personal
involvement and understanding of the regional council aspect
from the beginning, a position rebutted by others, and one
which does not seem very likely.
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trations which he, a strong individual desiring to be a strong

Executive, felt when he realized the incredible lack of coordin-

ation between the several State agencies responsible for water

quality, water management and water rights in Texas. As has

been previously described in Chapter II, he then set about

initiating legislation and administrative actions that culminat-

ed in the creation and staffing of PACT. Concurrently, regional

councils were authorized and almost immediately began to orga-

nize. From the beginning, a very close relationship existed

between the Governor's planning staff and the new regional

councils. While Governor Connally's personal interest was

primarily limited to control of State agencies, his staff

included individuals who foresaw a statewide planning and

coordination capability that went beyond State agency coordina-
3

tion. The man largely responsible for formulating the new

concept was Terrell Blodgett, now a Principal in the Peat,

Marwick, Mitchell and Company management consultant firm.

Blodgett came to Connally's staff in 1964 as the first

Director of the Texas Office of Economic Opportunity. He

brought with him considerable experience in city management

and a strong sentiment for local autonomy. In the Office of

Economic Opportunity, he apparently had relatively little

opportunity to exercise his commitment to local government,

3Statement by James F. Ray, Executive Director of the
Texas Constitutional Revision Commission and a former Director
of the Division of Planning Coordination, Austin, Texas, Novem-
ber 2, 1973.
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but he nevertheless remained in the post until late in 1965

when, according to Blodgett, Governor Connally ". . . began

to feel that governors might lose the veto [authority with

respect to OEO programs], and he began to lose interest in

the program." Consequently, Blodgett, wanting more opportunity

to use his experience in local government and greater freedom

to test his theories in intergovernmental relations, requested

a transfer to the main office.4

On December 1, 11965, Terrell Blodgett became an adminis-

trative assistant to Governor Connally. His primary responsi-

bilities were intergovernmental relations, state planning and

federal liaison, the latter in spite of the fact that the State

of Texas had a full-time legislative contact in Washington.

Since Connally's immediate staff was small (usually fewer than

six professionals), Blodgett's duties were many and varied.

Nevertheless, he considered his planning role to be "at least

a medium priority"5 in his routine.

Connally gave little detailed direction regarding either

PACT or regional councils, but Blodgett and Connally's execu-

tive assistant, Larry Temple, gleaned enough from what he did

say to develop a suitable approach. "He [Governor Connally]

4Statement by Terrell Blodgett, Principal, Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell and Company, Austin, Texas, November 6, 1973. Blodgett
was an Administrative Assistant to Connally who was responsible
for planning-related activities of the Governor's Office until
creation of the Division of Planning Coordination in 1967.

5 Ibid.
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was concerned about where the State was going in the long-run,

and secondly, he was very concerned, and even frustrated, about

the lack of coordination among [State] agencies."6

The ultimate decision to take regional councils under

the wing of the executive branch did not occur overnight. It

was a decision that grew, partly out of reaction to federal

initiative and partly out of Blodgett's experiences in local

government and intergovernmental relations that had led to his

personal conviction that any mechanism that could bring order

to a fast deteriorating situation was better than waiting idly

by. In spite of the fact that Texas is generally regarded as

having acted quickly in establishing its State and regional

planning and development framework, he felt that "We had set

around too long already."7  Thus, by 1966 Terrell Blodgett had

decided to push for the use of regional councils, even though

he felt they were halfway measures, at best.

Additional staff were hired to assist the Planning Agency

Council for Texas by the fall of 1966. Most notable among the

new employees was Jim Ray, who became the first permanent

Director of the Division of Planning Coordination one year

later. Together, Blodgett and Ray were largely responsible

for all planning related activities for the remaining two

and-a-half years of Governor Connally's administration.

6 Ibid. 7 Ibid.

....... .....
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Boundary and Functional Duplication in 1966

The immediate problem that confronted Blodgett and Ray

was the considerable duplication that had already developed as

a result of Department of Housing and Urban Development, Farmers

Home Administration, Resource Conservation and Development

Project and Economic Development Administration legislation.

This duplication and overlap was twofold: geographic and

functional. The situation in 1966 was described by Ray:

Awareness of overlap and duplication led the
Governor's planning staff to a survey of existing
and organizing multijurisdictional bodies in Texas.
The results of this survey showed that as 1966 came
to a close, there was in Texas a crazy-quilt pattern
of these organizations. Boundaries were overlapping,
planning and development activities were being dupli-
cated, local leadership was, in many cases, called on
to serve two or more such organizations, and the same
local political subdivisions were being asked to
support multiple organizations and staffs.8

By the end of 1966, multijurisdictional agencies in Texas in-

cluded eight approved Economic Development Districts with a

total of ninety counties, four Resource Conservation and Devel-

opment projects covering twenty-two counties, rural planning

commissions serving sixty-eight counties, and twelve function-

ing regional councils of governments with a total of fifty-

seven member counties. Of Texas' 254 counties, 170 were in-

volved with at least one of these regional organizations, and

fifty-eight were served by two or more.9

8Ray, pp. 28, 30.

9 Ibid., p. 30.
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From a functional standpoint, the duplication was equal-

ly disturbing. Ideally, the assigned functions of the various

regional organizations would have been clear enough to prevent

serious program duplication, but there were factors which

severely clouded the issue. Regional councils of governments

had originally been conceived to serve Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas, but they began to spread outside the urban

boundaries and in so doing, they began to serve some of the

needs which rural planning commissions and Resource Conserva-

tion and Development Projects (RC&Ds) had been assigned.

Rural planning commissions had been created to perform water

and sewer planning, but they eventually took on preparation

of reports in educational, health, transportation and other

matters. RC&Ds were responsible for natural resource planning

and development.

Adding to the confusion was a definitional problem that

still exists today: rural planning commissions were to plan

for communities of up to 5,500 population, and some communities

of this size were defined by the Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD) as "urban" or "urbanizing" areas sub-

ject to HUD water and sewer planning through regional councils

of governments. Economic development districts, required to

perform detailed economic development planning, could hardly

avoid duplicating the work of other regional agencies since

they had to be involved with physical as well as economic

planning, human resource activities and industrial and com-
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mercial development. The RC&Ds were established to perform

planning and services designed to enhance natural resources

and utilize them to the best economic advantage commensurate

with sound conservation practices. But they soon found them-

selves involved in planning for housing, water and sewer sys-

tems, schools, tourism and recreation, industrial development

and transportation.

The Governor's planning staff, in one of its first ac-

tivities, performed a detailed study of this multijurisdic-

tional maze. While the staff was still gathering facts, some

very favorable news emanated from Washington. During the

summer and early fall of 1966, federal agencies had been asked

to provide the Bureau of the Budget with information concern-

ing sub-state planning and development organizations, along

with measures for coordination of the activities of these

agencies. Concurrent with the PACT study of multijurisdic-

tional agencies, the Bureau of the Budget released on Septem-

ber 2, 1966, a presidential memorandum to the Secretaries of

Commerce, Health, Education and Welfare, Housing and Urban

Development, Interior and Agriculture, and to the Director

of the Office of Economic Opportunity and Bureau of the Budget,

and the Co-Chairmen of the Appalachian Regional Commission.

The memorandum discussed "Coordination for Development Planning,"

citing the increased role of many federal departments and

agencies with regard to planning and development activities,

and outlining requirements concerning coordination. It called
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on the agencies to coordinate their activities to prevent

duplication and conflicts among those sub-state agencies

receiving federal assistance. The memorandum instructed the

agency heads to work through the Bureau of the Budget in order

to achieve two primary objectives: first, that state and local

development planning agencies would be encouraged to work

together to utilize consistent statistical and economic bases,

and to share facilities and other resources, and second, that

boundaries for sub-state planning and development organizations

be consistent with state designated boundaries, and with each

other, whenever possible.10

Early State Actions

The presidential memorandum fit very well with the devel-

oping theme of the Connally planning staff. As the study of

multijurisdictional organizations moved toward conclusion, it

was increasingly apparent that strong action would be necessary

if the idea of State coordination and regional council develop-

ment were to be successfully implemented. By addressing the

problem of coordination, the memorandum allowed PACT the im-

portant advantage of not having to initiate discussion of the

need for State/regional/local cooperation. Indeed, by compari-

son to the federal government, the Governor's Office seemed

to local governments a pleasant and friendly arbiter for the

10 Ibid. , pp. 33-35.
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problems of duplication and overlap which had surfaced by late

1966.

Of immediate concern to the planning staff was the area

comprising much of South Texas and the Lower Rio Grande Valley

from Del Rio to Brownsville. This area, due to its high inci-

dence of poverty, health problems and economic stagnation,

was a particularly important target area for federal programs.

Terrell Blodgett's concern with intergovernmental cooperation

focused on the South Texas situation because it seemingly

embodied all the elements of duplication and overlap imaginable.

In the seventeen counties were two economic development districts

and two regional councils of governments, each with overlapping

and non-contiguous boundaries.

In late 1966, the two EDDs were staffed and the regional

councils were not, but the regional councils were nearing the

time when full-time staffs would be necessary. The Governor's

planning staff knew the importance of acting quickly, since

any delay would likely compound the problem by allowing time

for the regional councils to employ staff and become operation-

al. In addition to the geographic and program duplication,

Blodgett was also concerned about another aspect. He knew that

citizen participation and input was diffused each time a new

planning and development body was created, especially since

the same group of individuals are normally called on for such

duties. As a result, Blodgett understood that local leader-
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ship would suffer as much as anything if the proliferation were

not checked.11

With this in mind, his first action was to call a meeting

around Thanksgiving in 1966, to which representatives of the

principle federal agencies were invited, including the Economic

Development Administration, Farmers Home Administration, and

Department of Housing and Urban Development. In that meeting,

Blodgett expressed the concern that he and Governor Connally

felt with regard to the overlap. He also told the group of a

new policy of the Governor's Office that in the future regional

councils would be considered "umbrella" agencies for all multi-

county planning programs. This policy, agreed to by Connally

at the recommendation of Blodgett, was considered at the time

to be only a stop-gap measure designed to combat the immediate

problem. It has, however, continued as the basis for policy

statements by both Governor Preston Smith and Governor Dolph

Briscoe, and is still among the most important policy tools

available to regional councils. The agencies were-told that

no longer would the State allow overlapping boundaries,

specifically with regard to HUD and EDA planning agencies.

Following that meeting, FHA and the Department of Agriculture,

sponsors of the rural planning commission and Resource Conser-

vation and Development project programs respectively, were

considered to be relatively minor problem areas and were large-

ly ignored for some time thereafter, although they did partici-

l1Statement by Blodgett.
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pate in some of the subsequent meetings. The Governor's Office

chose to concentrate on HUD and EDA, because they had the

"money" programs, and would obviously have far greater impact

on sub-state planning and development in Texas than either of

the other two programs.12

Texas Assumes Its New Policy Role

The planninq staff tested its new-found policy role in

December 1966 at a meeting in McAllen. The planning staff

had called the meeting and, consequently, were "on the spot"

to insure that it was productive. In attendance were represen-

tatives of HUD, FHA and EDA, as well as local officials and

United States Congressman Kika de la Garza. The planning staff

entered the session with four basic assumptions and goals, as

outlined by Jim Ray:

1. That the first step toward coordination
of the existing organizations would be the estab-
lishment of coterminous boundaries wherever possible;

2. That once coterminous boundaries were
established, consideration should be given to joint
utilization of a common staff among several organ-
izations and eventually to the mergingoof organiza-
tions capable of carrying out economic development,
regional planning and coordination, and rural water
and sewer planning functions;

3. That such organizations, if established,
should be composed in the majority of elected
officials of general purpose governments and
therefore politically responsible; and

4. That such organizations would be truly
local in character, funded from several sources,

12Ibid.
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but dominated by no agency, state or fed-
eral .13

The result of the McAllen meeting was that agreement was

reached on all boundary discussions. Without dissent, it was

determined that the boundaries of the four regional organiza-

tions would be changed to place Zapata, Jim Hogg and Staff

counties in alignment with Webb County (Laredo) for both region-

al council of governments and economic development district

purposes. This entailed separating all three counties from

membership in the Texas Southmost Economic Development District.

However, the other three counties in the Texas Southmost EDD

remained intact, thus becoming coterminous with the boundaries

of the new Lower Rio Grande Valley Council of Governments,

which was comprised of Cameron, Hidalgo and Willacy counties

in the far southern tip of the State. Webb County was removed

from the Southwest Texas Regional Economic Development District,

which included Del Rio/Eagle Pass/Uvalde and provided a logical

focal point for the Webb, Zapata, Jim Hogg and Starr County

organization.14

Buoyed by the successful effort at McAllen, Blodgett and

Ray proceeded to implement other elements of their overall goal:

functional coordination, merged staffs and multiple-funded

agencies. In January 1967, meetings with the federal agencies

were held in Fort Worth and Austin to prepare an interagency

agreement that would formalize the policy goals which the

1 3 Ray, pp. 38-39.
14Ibid., pp. 39-63.
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planning staff had formulated. By the end of the month, agree-

ment had been reached on the key issues. First, it was agreed

that boundaries would be coterminous wherever possible. Second,

when possible, the organizations and staffs would be combined,

and third, when it was not possible to combine organizations,

coordination would be established primarily through use of

common staffs. Fourth, it was agreed that regional organiza-

tions formed subsequently would normally be established as

"regional planning commissions" under Article 1011m, V.A.C.S.,

and that the governing bodies of these agencies would be com-

prised of a minimum of 51 per cent local elected officials.

The remaining composition was left to local determination,

primarily due to differing federal requirements between the

Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Economic

Development Administration. Finally, agreement was reached

concerning multi-funding of the regional organizations to allow

for commingling of funds and services.15

As soon as agreement was reached among the funding

agencies, the next step was implementation. A two-day meeting

was found necessary to implement the mergers in the Lower Rio

Grande Valley, while in the Laredo area, the merger was effect-

ed with little fanfare bacause the county judge of Webb County

was at the time president of both the South Texas Council of

Governments and the Texas Southmost Economic Development

151bid.
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District. Consequently, he was able to move toward implementa-

tion of the merger agreement with relatively minor opposition.

Thus, by March 1967, the pattern of regionalism in Texas was

established. There were other successes and other policy

decisions with regard to regionalism still to come, but none

was more important. Regional councils in Texas still function

under the basic precepts outlined in the January 1967 agree-

ments--and it is doubtful that such agreements would have

ever been signed without the efforts of the PACT staff.

Further Implementation Efforts in
the Connally Administration

Events in Washington in early 1967 were important to the

early successes. In particular, Bureau of the Budget Circular

A-80 was released on January 31, 1967, in direct response to

the presidential memorandum of September 2, 1966, calling for

coordination at the regional levels through federal agency

cooperation. The most important feature of Circular A-80 was

that it required that a thirty-day review period be granted to

governors before any federal agency could designate sub-state

planning boundaries. This put added pressure on the federal

agencies with which the Governor's planning staff was working

to accept the recommendations.16

For some time, the PACT staff had concentrated on arrange-

ments with the Department of Housing and Urban Development and

16Ibid.
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the Economic Development Administration, to the exclusion of

the Soil Conservation Service of the United States Department

of Agriculture, and the Farmers Home Administration. Following

the major successes in the Lower Rio Grande Valley and Laredo

areas, attention was turned again to the other agencies.

First, an agreement was reached in late February 1967

with the Farmers Home Administration. In the agreement, FHA

agreed to provide the Governor's Office with copies of local

and areawide water and sewer plans for review to determine

if they were consistent with other local, regional and State

plans. Further, it was agreed that rural planning commissions

would not be established in areas where a regional council of

governments was in existence.17 Initial use of the new agree-

ment was made in the Laredo area in June 1967 when application

was made for a four-county rural water and sewer plan to be

funded by FHA and prepared by the new joint regional council

of governments and economic development district.

Secondly, the Laredo area was also the turning point

with regard to non-conforming Resource Conservation and Develop-

ment projects. These organizations had been authorized in

1962, and four were in operation or planning stages by 1967.

In April 1967, five counties in the Laredo vicinity filed for

approval of a new RC&D. Four of the counties--Webb, Starr,

Zapata and Jim Hogg--were within the boundaries of the combined

17 Letter from L.J. Cappleman, State Director, Farmers
Home Administration, to Terrell Blodgett, Governor's Office,
February 17, 1967.
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regional council of governments/economic development district,

but the fifth--Brooks--was not. Since administrative regula-

tions governing RC&Ds require approval of the governor, the

Soil Conservation Service immediately returned the application

to the sponsoring Soil and Water Conservation Districts, urging

them to coordinate with the Laredo regional council of govern-

ments/economic development district. A meeting was arranged

to discuss the coordination. As a result of the meeting, held

May 9, 1967, in Laredo, Brooks County officials agreed to with-

draw, thus making the boundaries coterminous. Further, it was

agreed that the application would be resubmitted under the

name of the South Texas Council of Governments, and that inter-

locking committee structures would be initiated to insure

complete coordination under the umbrella of the regional

council.18 This established still another policy which has

been continued and expanded upon by the Smith and Briscoe

administrations.

During the remainder of 1967, the planning staff also

assisted in mergers involving agencies in the Texarkana, Waco

and Corpus Christi areas. In Texarkana, the Ark-Tex Council

of Governments and Northeast Texas Economic Development District

began to share office space and staffs (a situation which was

unsuccessful and subsequently discontinued); in Waco, the one-

county Greater Waco Regional Planning Commission and a rural

18Ray, pp. 69-70.
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planning commission combined to encompass the urban and rural

areas surrounding the central city; and in Corpus Christi, the

Coastal Bend Regional Planning Commission and Coastal Bend

Economic Development District moved into adjoining offices to

provide greater coordination. 1 9

Summary

In less than a year, operating with a staff of two or
three professionals, the planning staff under John Connally

had accomplished much toward establishing a firm gubernatorial

policy for State and regional planning and development. In

retrospect, the outward, tangible signs of their successes

are probably little recognized except among those who under-

stand the difficulty of establishing and maintaining policy

in an area that is easily the most politically-expendable and
the first to be traded away. But the policy they established

set the State of Texas on a direct course toward supporting

and promoting regional councils as a compromise approach

between metropolitan government on the one hand, and chaos

on the other.

19Ibid., pp. 71-72.
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CHAPTER IV

LEGAL AND PROGRAMMATIC STABILITY
COMES TO THE DIVISION

The Governor shall establish a Division of
Planning Coordination within his Office to coordin-
ate the activities of the several [Interagency]
Councils, and to serve as a coordinating catalyst
by encouraging needed studies and planning efforts.
The several [Interagency] Councils may participate
jointly in studies providing information common toall planning efforts.'

Governor Connally's planning staff had two primary objec-

tives for the 60th Legislative Session in 1967. First, they

wanted to implement recommendations contained in the Planning

Agency Council for Texas (PACT) study design performed by

Harold F. Wise and Associates, a Washington-based consulting

firm, that a permanent Division of Planning Coordination be

established and that interagency councils be created similar

to PACT to serve several functional areas. Secondly, they

wanted a special apporpriation to establish a regional planning

assistance grant program. The Legislature responded favorably

on both counts, adopting House Bill (H.B.) 276, titled, "Inter-

agency Planning Councils," and appropriating $250,000 for State

Fiscal Year 1968 regional council grant funds.2

1House Bill 276, Acts of the 60th Legislature, Regular
Session, 1967.

2Statement by Terrell Blodgett, Principal, Peat, Marwick,Mitchell and Conpany, Austin, Texas, November 6, 1973.
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House Bill 276

H.B. 276 was brief, concise, and undoubtedly underesti-

mated for the broad authorization it contained. The one-page

bill provided the following:

1. Planning was recognized as an official purpose of

government.

2. The Governor was designated as the Chief Planning

Officer of the State.

3. Interagency Planning Councils were authorized as

a means to coordinate planning efforts among State agencies.

Interagency Planning Councils were authorized in Natural

Resources, Health and Education specifically, and the Governor

was authorized to designate others in areas which might require

coordinated planning efforts.

4. Creation of a Division of Planning Coordination in

the Governor's Office was authorized to coordinate the activi-

ties of the Interagency Planning Councils, and to serve as a

catalyst for development of studies and plans.3

Neither H.B. 276 nor the appropriations request encount-

ered particular difficulty in the 60th Legislature. The bill

apparently appeared nebulous to Legislators and the appropria-

tion was destined for success because House Appropriations

Committee Chairman Bill Heatley ". . . felt that his rural

area [a part of the Nortex Regional Planning Commission] would

get some of those funds." 4

3House Bill 276.
4Statement by Blodgett.
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H.B. 276 and the appropriation were of great importance

to the planning staff and its relationship to regional councils

of governments. First, the planning staff was finally "official"

in its own right. Until September 1, 1967, its only officially

established function was to act as support staff to the Plan-

ning Agency Council for Texas. All other activities, especially

those concerning regional councils, had been initiated by

"bluff" or in reaction to federal legislation and guidelines.

H.B. 276 designated the Governor as "Chief Planning Officer

of the State," and he transferred this authority to the newly-

created Division of Planning Coordination. The Division began

operations on September 1, 1967. Initially, the Director was

Carl Braubach, who held the position only a few weeks before

he resigned and was succeeded by Jim Ray on October 1. Support-

ed by Legislative authorization and two years experience in

dealing with federal, State and regional agencies, the Division

was unlike most new agencies: it had already received its

"baptism" and consequently it avoided the usual lengthy start-

up period.

While H.B. 276 conferred useful authority upon the

Division with respect to State agencies, it did not specifically

address relations with regional councils of governments or any
other regional or local agency. The appropriation filled this

void by providing a "carrot-and-stick" with virtually unlimited

potential. Like H.B. 276, the appropriation was brief, concise
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and direct and was most notable for the implications it held:

To provide from the General Revenue Fund assistance
to metropolitan and rural regional planning agencies
exercising the planning functions, including but not
limited to, planning for balanced transportation both
intercity and intracity, authorized by Chapter 570,
Acts of the Fifty-ninth Legislature, Regular Session,
1965 and for administrative expenses (including
salaries and travel) incidental to the processing
of such assistance. A grant made under this approp-
ration shall not exceed local funds available to the
recipient agency. $250,0005

The Division of Planning Coordination had only these very

broad guidelines from which to work. It was up to the Division

staff to prepare all necessary guidelines and application pro-

cedures with respect to the grant, as well as the preparation

of an equitable allocation formula to guide the distribution.

There seems to be no disagreement that the initiation of the

grant program in Texas was the single most important step in

the Division's assumption of significant authority over region-

al council development. It provided three invaluable tools:

(1) the obvious financial assistance which could help the organ-

izations expand their operations, (2) a monitoring and recommend-

ation capability over programs and internal operations, and

(3) further justification for assisting and promoting the

regional council concept.

The purely financial aspect of the grant program was

the "carrot." In 1967, regional councils were operating on

5House Bill 5, Acts of the 60th Legislature, First SpecialSession, 1968, cited in Office of the Governor, Division of Plan-ning Coordination, "Procedures and Policies Governing State ofTexas Grants for Fiscal Year 1969 to Metropolitan and Rural Re-gional Planning Commissions in Texas," (Austin, Texas, 1968),P. 1 .
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less than a million dollars annually for all twelve combined.

These funds were almost entirely local dues and planning grants

made under Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1965. The $250,000

annual appropriation which Terrell Blodgett and Jim Ray asked

Governor Connally to request as part of the Governor's Office

appropriation in State Fiscal Year 1968 and 1969 was not large,

but it was enough to strongly influence the fledgling regional

councils. When Preston Smith became Governor in 1969, one of

his first budget recommendations was a significant increase

in the grant program to $600,000 annually and two years later,

in 1971, he recommended an even larger increase to $1.6 million.

Governor Briscoe has increased the program to $1.7 million in

1974-75. Table II compares the original grant allocations

and totals to the current figures.

The changes in the amounts between 1969 and 1974 are

startling. In 1969, for example the largest grant was $22,750

to the North Central Texas Council of Governments. In 1974,

the largest grant is also to the North Central Texas Council

of Governments, but it is in the amount of $272,604, an in-

crease of more than 1,000 per cent. A similar increase is

noted for the Houston-Galveston Area Council, which received

$21,750 in 1969 as compared with a 1974 allocation of $253,511.

Since 1969, the allocations have been based on formulas establish-

ed by law, thus relieving the Division of the responsibility

for arbitrarily assigning the grant eligibility.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF STATE FISCAL YEAR 1969 AND 1974
ENTITLEMENTS UNDER STATE PLANNING

ASSISTANCE GRANT PROGRAM

Regional Council SFY 1969*** 1974
Allocation Allocation

Alamo Area
Ark-Tex
Brazos Valley
Capital Area
Central Texas
Coastal Bend
Concho Valley
Deep East Texas
East Texas
Golden Crescent
Heart of Texas
Houston-Galveston
Lower Rio Grande
Middle Rio Grande
Nortex
North Central Texas
Panhandle
Permian Basin
South East Texas
South Plains
South Texas
Texoma
West Central Texas
West Texas

Reserved for Administration/
Special Grants

$13,750
6,250*
6,750
7 ,750

- -- **

9,750
6,750
7 ,750
6,250
6,250
6,750

213,750
9,250

- -- **
7,750

22,750
63,750*
6,750
8,250*
7,250
6,750
6,250
8,750
8,750

51,000

$122 ,650
39,225
29,949
63,303
375,609
62,968
30,091
47,583
67,612
31 ,238
38,763

253,511
46,747
28,446
43,253

272,604
56,918
53,035
43,757
50,227
23,957
25,940
54,818
53 ,926

121 ,870

Total f$250,000 f_$1,700,000

*Not organized as of September 1,1968 but grantamount reserved.

**Not organized as of September 1, 1968, and nogrant amount reserved.

***Division of Planning Coordination, "Procedures andPolicies Governing State of Texas Grants for Fiscal Year 1969."
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Aside from the sharp increase in the amount of the grants,

only one other significant change has occurred in the State

Planning Assistance Grant program, as it has become known, since

1968. That was the lowering of the amount of local match from

a one-to-one matching ration to a 2/3-1/3 State-to-local match

in 1971.6 Otherwise, the program remains very similar. The

program was conceived as one designed to assist regional coun-

cils, not burden them with additional requirements. This con-

cept led to the "one-page application," a popular misnomer

which originated from early Division descriptions of the

simplified grant procedures.

Although the State application was billed from the begin-

ning as a simplified one, it has always been used as leverage

to effect whatever requirements the Division wished to impose.7

The grant program's "stick" effect has been used carefully,

however, with relatively few formal requirements having been

attached to the grant application. The Division's authority

has normally been exercised more informally by inference and

suggestion, although the actions of the Division after 1968

were based almost entirely on authority which the Division

assumed as administering agent for the grants. As is evidenced

in this report, the actions of the Division expanded in kind

and in quantity as the State grant grew.

6Article 1011m, Vernon's Annotated Texas Civil Statutes,Acts of the 62nd Legislature, 1971, as amended.
7These requirements are detailed in annually-published

grant procedures documents.
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During the remaining Connally years, the Division was

concerned with assisting the formation of the regional council

network, including assistance with creation of organizations

and the mediating of local disagreements similar to the Lower

Rio Grande Valley and South Texas situation in late 1966 and

early 1967. The early concerns of the Division are described

by Charles T. Crow, the first Division staff member assigned

full-time to assist and promote regional councils:

The bulk of the effort of John Connally's
Division of Planning Coordination was preparatory
in nature--a groundwork was being laid for thefuture capability of Texas governors to plan. Theemphasis was upon the identification of existing
planning in state agencies, the grouping of stateagency planning efforts into related functional
areas, and the weaving of a common thread of
population and economic base information amongthe Division's clients. A major emphasis was
placed on organization, particularly with respect
to the development of regional planning organiza-
tions to function at the local governmental level,and to assist the state planning effort through
the formulation of regional components of state
plan s.

Actions of the Division Through January 1969

Charles Crow, employed by the Division in 1968 on an

internship from the University of Texas at Austin, was the

first "Regional Services Coordinator," a title signifying

formal acknowledgment by the Division of its role in regional

council development. His employment and designation as the

8Charles T. Crow, "Planning Coordination in the Officeof the Governor: A New Tool for Executive Leadership in Texas,"unpublished master's thesis, University of Texas at Austin,Austin, Texas, 1970, p. 85.
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Division's official liaison with regional councils were among

the notable actions of the Division between September 1967,

when the agency was created, until January 1969, when John

Connally left office.

In a January 18, 1969, memorandum to staff appointees

of incoming Governor Preston Smith, Jim Ray described the

reason for DPC involvement with regional councils:

The primary reason for Governor's Office involve-
ment in a program of assistance to regional organ-
izations such as councils of governments has been
the belief that the State, as a whole, stands to
eventually benefit from efforts by local elected
officials in the great regional areas of Texas toorganize themselves to establish goals, priorities
and programs for solving the problems which tran-
scend jurisdictional boundaries.9

Ray also outlined for the new Division Director, Dan Petty,

the history of the planning staff's promotional activities:

The Governor's Administrative Assistant [Terrell
Blodgett] and the staff of the Division of Plan-
ning Coordination have encouraged the development
of councils of governments and regional planning
commissions; this encouragement includes insuring
that in any given area, potentially competing
organizations such as councils of governments,
economic development districts, and resource
conservation and development projects were com-
bined into one organization with one staff and one
board of elected officials. A program of State
financial assistance . . . was started through
an appropriation by the 60th Legislature . . .
[and] . . . a like sum ($250,000) was appropriated
in the past Special Session. . . . For its workin this area, the Division of Planning Coordination
received a national award from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development in 1968.10

9Memorandum from Jim Ray, outgoing Division Director, toVernon McGee and Dan Petty of incoming Governor Preston Smith'sstaff, January 18, 1969.
10 Ibid.
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The outgoing Division Director also outlined the status of the

Division's assistance effort as of January 1969:

On-going relationships are now being maintained
by the Division of Planning Coordination with
some 20 regional planning commissions in the
State. A Directory of Councils of Governments
and Regional PlanniniCommissions in Texas has
recently been issued and regular working meetings
with the executive directors of these organizations
are being held. The state grant program for [State
Fiscal Year 1969] is underway; State policies on
regional planning grants have been issued and a
few applications have been received. An annual
workshop has been called by the Governor for
three successive years in September on regional
planning and development.I1

What Ray's memorandum pointed up was that a great deal

had been set in motion, but little had achieved finality. It

is known that even Connally's staff had little prior knowledge

of the Governor's decision not to seek a fourth term in 1968.

Consequently, it is not surprising that much was yet to be

completed when Preston Smith took office.

A good foundation had been laid, nevertheless. One of

the finest achievements of the Connally administration with

regard to regionalism and statewide planning and development

was the delineation of twenty-one State Planning Regions.

These regions, a culmination of Bureau of the Budget Circular

A-80, which addressed the need for uniformity in sub-state

boundaries, provided a geographic framework for uniform plan-

ning and service delivery.12 Although the study to determine

111Ibid.

12Office of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-tion, Planning Regions for the State of Texas (Austin, Texas,
1968).
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the boundaries took two years to complete, the Division was

able to culminate the effort in time to release the study

before Connally left office. By Official Memorandum dated

December 18, 1968, Connally enacted the boundaries administra-

tively, an action which might have been questioned legally

before the State Planning Regions were enacted into law by

Senate Bill 242 in 1971.13

The State Planning Region study cited six intended uses

and functions of the State Planning Regions:

1. To serve as a geographic framework for comprehensive

health planning to be accomplished subsequent to the Compre-

hensive Health Planning and Public Health Services Amendments

of 1966;

2. To provide uniform boundaries for major State pro-

grams such as areawide health planning and criminal justice;

3. To serve as the geographic base for data and in-

formation gathering and minipulation;

4. To coordinate federal programs on the sub-state

level;

5. To provide a base for interlocal cooperation and

interaction; and

6. To provide a geographic framework for State agency

coordination of planning and service delivery.1 4

13Senate Bill 242, Acts of the 62nd Texas Legislature,Regular Session, 1971. This bill amended the State's regionalcouncil enabling statute. Fortunately, the State PlanningRegions were never questioned in court.
14Division of Planning Coordination, Planning Regions,

pp. 4-5.
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The delineation remains essentially unchanged today,

although revisions are authorized by law every two years. To

date, seven counties have been redelineated to other State

Planning Regions and three of the State Planning Regions have

been sub-divided, subsequently creating three new State Plan-

ning Regions. The importance of the Regions to regional councils

is immeasurable. Regional councils have become so identified

with the State Planning Regions--which are simple geographic

boundaries--that it is common for the terms to be used inter-

changeably. A major benefit to regional councils has been that

territory-grabbing among the organizations has been largely

avoided, thus preventing undue and damaging arguments among

the regional councils themselves. Further, the fact that

regional councils were the first agencies to comply completely

with the State Planning Region boundaries placed them in a

strong position to receive special attention when State and

federal agencies were considering new programs and planning

activities at the sub-state level.

Other activities of the Division in the sixteen months

before it underwent a change in administrations were largely

of the "fire-fighting" variety. Ray and his staff constantly

monitored organizational efforts in the Regions which had no

regional council and remained available to assist whenever the

need arose. In this regard, the staff attended local meetings

offered encouragement, assisted with preparation of bylaws,
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made informal political contacts and mediated disputes. 15

Summary

By the end of John Connally's third and last term as

Governor of Texas, the mechanism for State influence over

regional councils was firmly established and functioning.

The specific elements of control which had been instituted

up to this point were not many in number, but they were vital

in terms of the precedent which was established. Institution

of the State grant program and associated policies, assistance

in achieving geographic and functional consistency among re-

gional councils and delineation of the State Planning Regions

were the chief accomplishments of the Division in its first

sixteen months. It initiated the basic policies which the

agency has followed since. Those policies changed little,

except to be greatly expanded, in the two terms of Preston

Smith's administration.

15Statement by James F. Ray, Executive Director of theTexas Constitutional Revision Commission, Austin, Texas,November 2, 1973.



CHAPTER V

THE DIVISION OF PLANNING COORDINATION IN THE
SMITH YEARS: THE SUPPORT ROLE BROADENS

Regional councils of governments are not in-
tended to serve as a panacea for solving local
problems. They do, however, provide a sound,
viable force for change. As your Governor, I
strongly urge all local governments to make the
best possible use of the resources available
through regional councils.

Like practically every prepared comment about regional

councils made by Governor Preston Smith, the one above was

written by the Division of Planning Coordination. The for-

tunate aspect insofar as the Division and regional councils

are concerned is that Smith could also speak extemporaneously

in favor of regional councils and mean what he said.

Governor Smith, like John Connally, was influenced by

two factors. First, each had an abiding interest in preserv-

ing strong local government and each envisioned regional

councils as support mechanisms for local government rather

than an attempt to usurp their autonomy. Secondly, both men

were strongly influenced by staff who spoke in favor of the

regional council concept. If there was a basic difference,

it was that Smith had the benefit of viewing four years of

1Office of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-tion, 1971 Directory of Regional Councils in Texas (Austin,
Texas, 1971), cover letter from Governor Preston Smith.
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regional council history before becoming governor and once he

went on record in favor of the regional council concept, he

did not sway from that position. Connally's interest was at

a high point in the early days of his second term, and his

interest seemed to wane as the newness wore off. Smith's

interest, fueled by constant reminders from his planning staff,

did not.

Primarily responsible for maintaining and expanding the

regional council emphasis in the Division was Dan Petty,

Smith's choice to succeed Jim Ray as Director of the Division

of Planning Coordination. Petty came to the Governor's Office

from a staff position in the North Central Texas Council of

Governments and his allegiance to the regional council effort

was firmly solidified before his first day as Director of

the Division. He had followed the regional council movement

from its inception, having served as an Assistant City Manager

in Lubbock under City Manager William J. Pitstick when Pitstick

was hired as the first Executive Director of the North Central

Texas Council of Governments in 1966. He later followed

Pitstick to the Arlington-based council of governments.2

Petty was not entirely pleased with the situation in the

Division of Planning Coordination as of January 1969.3 Outgoing

2Statement by Dan S. Petty, Director for Public Affairs,University of Texas System, Austin, Texas, November 2, 1973.Petty encouraged to Pitstick to accept the NCTCOG directorship,saying, "COGs are the coming thing. Get in on the ground
fl oor."

3 Ibid.
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Director Jim Ray was particularly proud of the staff which

had been assembled in the Division and he pointed this out

in his parting memorandum of January 18, 1969, to Vernon

McGee, Governor Smith's Executive Assistant, and to Petty.

Petty agreed about the high quality of the staff, but he felt

there were areas of neglect, also, which commanded his imme-

diate attention. He sums up his impression of the Division

when he assumed the Directorship as follows:

Herb Grubb [Director of the State's Economic
Input-Output project] was out of money, com-
prehensive health planning was two files with
one man assigned part-time and [Office of
Management and Budget Circular] A-95 had not
been acted on." 4

These areas were given immediate attention by the new Director.

Legislative Requests

Petty agreed with many of the basic approaches of the

Connally administration, but he knew that much would have to

be done before he obtained his personal goal of complete state-

wide coverage by regional councils. While twenty of the State's

twenty-four regional councils had been formed prior to the

change in administrations, the big difference was in member-

ship. Only a third of all Texas counties were participating

in regional councils in late 1968, compared to 90 per cent

participation by counties when Smith left office in January

1973. The status of the regional council organizational

pattern in January 1973 is shown in Figure 1.

4 Ibid.

Ind!r2
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In order to achieve his objective, Petty felt that

increased legislative support, as well as support by the

Governor, was absolutely essential. Jim Ray had recommended

in his January 18 memorandum that the $250,000 appropriation

for regional councils be increased in 1969 and Petty agreed,

but the manner by which the appropriation had been obtained

previously concerned him. Under Connally, the appropriation

for regional council assistance had been included as a sepa-

rate line-item of the Governor's Office appropriation. There

was no reference to how the funds should be allocated and

Article 1011m, V.A.C.S. did not contain any provision in 1965

which actually authorized the State assistance. Consequently,

it was determined that an additional appropriation request

would be made, but that amendments should be sought to Article

1011m which would further legitimitize the regional council

expenditure and establish the allocation formula in the law.

This was accomplished in Senate Bill (S.B.) 547, which estab-

lished the funding formula as follows: $10,000 base grant,

plus five cents per capita for all population served in excess

of 100,000. The amendment also made regional councils politi-

cal subdivisions of the State of Texas, thereby providing

some additional benefits such as eligibility for certain State

programs and seemingly lending additional credibility to the

organizations.5

5Senate Bill 547, Acts of the 61st Legislature, Regular
Session, 1969.
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Concurrently, the Division petitioned Governor Smith

to include a request for $1.3 million for the 1970-1971 State

biennium to support regional councils. Both the legislation

and the appropriation were accepted, and the Division was

off to a fast start under its new leadership. The Division

was also successful in obtaining sufficient funds for its own

operations, including a sizable increase in support for the

Input-Output project, a project important to the regional

council concept because it incorporated many of the elements

of coordination recommended in the State Planning Region de-

lineation study.6 Petty also moved quickly to establish a

separate Office of Comprehensive Health Planning within the

Governor's Office, another priority he had recognized when

he first took over the Division directorship. The transfer

was effected in 1969. Thus, he had eliminated the elements

which worried him most about the Division's operations very

early, and he proceeded to move to other areas.

Review and Comment

The Division continued another policy initiated during

the Connally administration. Bureau of the Budget Circulars

A-82 and A-95 implemented provisions of the Demonstration

Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 relating to

6The Input-Output model was designed to develop a suffi-
cient information data bank to enable the Division to project
economic effects of certain events. Data and information
were on a State Planning Region basis, a first for data assim-
i 1 at i on.
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review and comment on federally-assisted projects. The cir-

culars placed requirements on the Governor to coordinate a

statewide system of review agencies. From the beginning, it

was the Division's policy that areawide reviews would be

accomplished through regional councils. This system was com-

pleted shortly after formation of the last regional council

in May 1971. The review authority has been an occasional

problem to regional councils because it is often controversial,

but without the responsibility, the regional planning function

would generally lack any means of control and implementation.

The Division and Its Widening Role

Jim Ray had recognized that a predominance of the energies

of the Division under his guidance had been directed toward

supporting regional councils.7 Petty's emphasis was much the

same and, like Ray, he had reservations that other areas might

have suffered. "I knew then that it was overbalanced [toward

regional activities], and that we were probably wrong to spend

so much time on it. But, still, we didn't go far enough."8

In Petty's estimation, every moment spent on regional matters

was justified if it contributed to his ultimate objective:

that regional or metropolitan government be understood and

7Statement by James F. Ray, Executive Director of the
Texas Constitutional Revision Commission, Austin, Texas,
November 2, 1973: "As much as 60 to 75 per cent."

8 Statement by Petty.
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accepted as potentially beneficial. It was not his contention

that every region should employ "metro-government," but he was

disturbed that people were so patently opposed to the idea.

It was still Petty's hope and prediction after leaving office

that the time for some form of areawide government is not out

of range of perhaps a few years in Texas. He is joined in

the hope--if not necessarily in the prediction--by Terrell

Blodgett, who subscribes to much the same school of thought.9

Not at all surprisingly, neither individual espoused this

feeling publicly, but contented themselves with support of

voluntary, cooperative regional councils of governments as

the most politically acceptable alternative approach for

Texas. Each knew that even a strong hint publicly of their

feelings would be misinterpreted and probably personally dam-

aging as well as detrimental to the development of regional

councils.

Expanding Regional Council Program Responsibilities

Petty, like Blodgett, had a strong personal attachment

to local government and he felt that regional councils could

be of substantial benefit to member local governments. In

particular, he felt that insofar as possible all planning and

services should be provided by the regional councils, or at

least coordinated through them. In keeping with this philos-

9Statement by Terrell Blodgett, Principal, Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell and Company, Austin, Texas, November 6, 1973.
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ophy, numerous major programs were provided to the regional

councils during the Smith administration, largely due to

efforts of the Division of Planning Coordination.

Asserting itself in a myriad of ways, the Division

worked to enhance regional councils. The staff alternately

courted, argued with, cajoled, begged, and barely stopped

short of coercing local, State and federal agencies to utilize

regional councils. The theme was generally the same, with the

emphasis on coordination, avoiding duplication and economy

of operation. The Division's Regional Services Section,

which had previously consisted of one professional, was ex-

panded in 1970 to a staff of three, and later to four, pro-

fessional employees. Others in the Division, while not

specifically assigned to assist regional councils, found it

impossible to do otherwise. The Division by 1970 was composed

of Regional Services, State Review and Comment Clearinghouse,

Special Projects, Natural Resources, Manpower and Administra-

tive Sections. The activities of each often revolved around

regional councils.

Indeed, what happened with respect to Division programs

was in microcosm what the Division was encouraging among State

and federal agencies. It was not uncommon in the late 1960s

and early 1970s for new federal programs to be assigned to

the governors of the various states by virtue of provisions

in the federal laws initiating the programs. This occured with

comprehensive health planning and law enforcement programs,
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in 1966 and 1968, respectively, and later became true of man-

power planning and programs. In each instance, the Division

of Planning Coordination was assigned initial responsibility

for the programs. It was the normal practice to maintain the

program until its role and directions were developed, and a

core staff employed to assume the program.

Such was the case with the law enforcement/criminal

justice and comprehensive health programs. Both were initiated

in the Division of Planning Coordination, and the basic concepts

such as utilization of regional councils of governments for

areawide planning and services was firmly engrained. By 1969,

both programs were operated at the areawide level through

regional councils, and by 1972 all twenty-four organizations

provided programming in both areas.

Other programs have tended to remain the responsibility

of the Division. These have included manpower planning, Air-

port Systems Planning and administration of the local Inter-

governmental Personnel Act. In these instances, the Division

has utilized regional councils almost as a matter of course,

providing sub-grant contracts to each participating regional

council to help offset costs and to help the organizations

gain greater visibility through increased program responsi-

bility.

Obviously, not all pass-through funds are routed through

the Division of Planning Coordination. In several instances,

however, the grants have come to the Governor and been assigned
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immediately to a new Division of the Governor's Office. This

has been true recently of the Governor's Committee on Aging

and Traffic Safety Office. Where this has occurred, the

utilization of regional councils has been limited, although

significant inroads have been made recently to reverse the

initial efforts to establish entirely separate areawide and

local planning and service agents. The same has been true

of the Texas Commission on Alcoholism, another State program

which receives federal assistance. The Commission on Alcoholism

has likewise been convinced recently, largely through efforts

of the Division of Planning Coordination, to forego funding

of separate Alcoholism Authorities and to utilize regional

councils whenever possible.

Not all successes of this nature are entirely attribut-

able to the Division of Planning Coordination. In all cases

outside the Division, the agencies must cooperate voluntarily

since the Division of Planning Coordination, as a line agency

within the Governor's Office, would only create tensions and

distrust among the entire Office by forcing its will on the

others. Nevertheless, it is certain that few of the programs

discussed in Chapter II would be the responsibility of region-

al councils without the attention and support of the Division. 10

10Statement by William J. Pitstick, Executive Director
of the North Central Texas Council of Governments, Arlington,
Texas, November 13, 1973.
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Completing the Network

The Division's efforts to assure adequate program respon-

sibility for the regional councils was aimed at assuring the

long-range success of the organizations. But in the short-

range, Dan Petty and his staff realized that adding programs

would not by itself bring about completion of what even then

was being referred to within the office as the "organizational

phase" of the regional council movement. Utilizing in partic-

ular Charles Crow and his successor as Regional Services

Coordinator, John Janak, and Walter Tibbitts, Coordinator

of the section responsible for statewide OMB Circular A-95

implementation, Petty concentrated on insuring that the last

three regional councils were organized, and that organizational

difficulties that threatened others were solved.

Petty, Janak, Tibbitts and Crow (until his resignation

in October 1970) attended meetings, hosted conferences in the

Division offices, maintained telephone and mail contacts and

provided whatever information and assistance local sponsors

believed would help to dissuade their opposition.11

Two of the three "hold-outs" came to agreement by June

1970, establishing regional planning commissions in the Pan-

handle and South East Texas State Planning Regions. The

twenty-fourth and final organization--the Permian Basin

11Voluminous documentation in the form of correspondence
between local officials and the Division points up the usually
low-key approach that the Division assumed. It was important
that the Division never appear to have initiated any organiza-
tional action.
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Regional Planning Commission--formed in May 1971 after consider-

able disagreement and bargaining between the region's primary

cities, Midland and Odessa. The goal of statewide organiza-

tions was finally achieved, five years and four months after

the creation of North Central Texas Council of Governments.12

There seems to be no doubt that the very organizational

structure of regional councils statewide would have been

different without the direct input and involvement of the

Division of Planning Coordination. Interviews with those

closest to regional council development, including each

Division Director and the executive directors of four Texas

regional councils, revealed that each recognizes the importance

of the Division to the creation of a statewide system. All

agreed that there would be councils of governments, but not

in every region and not with the program diversity that each

possesses now. It is not uncommon, in fact, for executive

directors of the regional councils to complain that the

Division has occasionally gone too far in encouraging regional

councils to accept new programmatic responsibilities.13 It is

generally felt that, had the Division not interceded, the

effect would have been fewer regional councils, primarily

12Division of Planning Coordination, 1973 Directory.

13Statement by Ed Daniel, Executive Director, Nortex
Regional Planning Commission, Wichita Falls, October 30, 1973.
Daniel's organization is recognized for its willingness to
assume new program responsibilities, but even he has expressed
concern that the Division has sometimes asked "too much" of
regional councils.
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serving major metropolitan areas and their immediate surround-

ing counties. The remainder of the State would have been

faced with overlapping and separate economic development

districts and other regional organizations. In short, the

State would have survived, but without the relative neatness

which the present system offers.

Providing Special Projects to Promote Regionalism

During Preston Smith's administration, the Division of

Planning Coordination began to branch out into new areas to

assist regional councils and promote regionalism. Special

projects ranging from polished promotional and public relations

materials to detailed program accounting and management assis-

tance were offered.

Goals for Texas

Governor Smith's initial effort in this area was Goals

for Texas, a program designed by the Division of Planning

Coordination to determine State, regional and local needs and

priorities for two, six and ten-year intervals. The process

involved detailed examination including interviews and public

hearings throughout the State. Three documents resulted,

including separate volumes for State agency goals and regional/

local needs, and a third which comprised Governor Smith's

1972-73 program budget proposal. While the Legislature did

not accept the budget proposal, it was significant in that it

marked the first attempt at program budgeting in Texas.
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Public Information Assistance

Even before the creation of the Division of Planning

Coordination, the Governor's Planning Agency Council for Texas

staff had initiated publication of an annual directory of

regional councils. In the first publication of the document

after becoming Director, Petty had his staff prepare the

document essentially as it had been in its first two years,

typewritten and reproduced photographically. However, beginning

in 1970, he directed that the document take on a public rela-

tions look, and the result was a 120-page typeset book with

color cover. It contained statistics and information on each

of the regional councils and State Planning Regions, plus

limited information regarding other areawide agencies. The

document continues to be published in September of each year

and is released at the Governor's annual regional planning

conference. More than 4,000 copies are annually distributed

statewide and nationally as a promotional and informational

service to regional councils.

In addition to the Directory, periodic newsletters and

memorandums were issued, providing information to and about

regional councils to local officials, State and federal agencies,

and other states and areawide groups. Other documents, includ-

ing an annual survey of salaries and benefits paid to regional

council employees, are compiled and provided without charge to

regional councils.
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A special service was provided shortly after Petty left

the Division to become Executive Assistant to Governor Smith

in October 1971. Building on a project originated by Petty

and Jim Ridge, Executive Director of the Concho Valley Council

of Governments, San Angelo, a fifteen-minute film about Texas

regional councils was prepared by the Division.14 The film

describes the history, motivation, activities and internal

organization of regional councils statewide. Released at the

1972 Governor's Conference on Intergovernmental Relations and

Regional Planning, it is available at a cost of $110 to region-

al councils in Texas that agree to add a short localizing seg-

ment aimed at describing their individual organizations' opera-

tions. The film, produced in Austin at a cost of $14,000, has

received national attention, including being shown as testimony

before the United States Senate Banking and Currency Committee

investigating the Department of Housing and Urban Development

funding request in March 1973.

Annual Governor's Conference on Intergovernmental
Relations and Regional Planning

Another annual project initiated in the Connally years

has also been continued and expanded. In 1966, the planning

staff hosted a meeting of a few dozen persons interested in

regional council development. It was known as the Governor's

140ffice of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion, "Regional Councils in Texas: Governments in Partnership,"
Austin, Texas, 1972.
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Regional Planning Workshop. Through 1970, the meeting remained

in Austin, but attendance had begun to grow considerably. In

1971, the meeting was transferred to the San Antonio Convention

Center, where it attracted approximately 500 persons. Again

in 1972, the meeting was held in San Antonio and attendance

increased to slightly more than 600. The last meeting, held

September 19-21, 1973, in Houston, was attended by 800 persons,

including representatives of 250 units of local government, a

score of State legislators, State Planning Officers from

approximately a dozen other states, and approximately 200

regional council employees. Every regional council is annually

represented at the conference.

Management Information and Control System

A major special project initiated in 1970 was development

of a uniform accounting and program management system designed

to be utilized by all regional councils in Texas. With assis-

tance from Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company, the result was

publication of the Uniform Program Management and Accounting

System: Texas Regional Councils 15 which prescribed budgeting,

accounting and program management and reporting procedures for

all regional councils. The Division implemented the system by

employing three accountants in 1972 to work individually with

each regional council in Texas. In August 1973, the Division

150ffice of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion, Uniform Program Management and Accounting System: Texas
Regional Councils, Austin, Texas, February 1972.
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announced that utilization of the accounting system, normally

referred to as MICS--Management Information and Control System--

was to be considered asprerequisite to receipt of Fiscal Year

1974 State Planning Assistance.

Program Management

No area was harder to enter than program accountability.

But as the amount of the State Planning Assistance Grant pro-

gram increased to a considerable $1.6 million annually by State

Fiscal Year 1972, it was increasingly evident that program

monitoring and evaluation would become a necessity to insure

that maximum utility was derived from the State expenditure.

It was also recognized by the Division staff that the Legisla-

ture would eventually want an accounting of the appropriation,

and the Division would be responsible for providing it.

The MICS program was the first step in achieving the

capability. The second was the establishment of annual "pre-

application conferences" with each recipient agency. The pre-

application conference, conducted in the offices of each

regional council between September and March of each year,

involves all State and federal funding agencies, thereby insur-

ing that each agency views the entire work program of the

regional councils, rather than constantly seeing only its own

program in operation. The conference must be conducted before

the formal adoption of the organization's work program and

budget, thus allowing participants to interject comments and
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criticisms concerning the draft documents. The pre-application

conference culminates in the preparation of a management letter,

also initiated by Petty, which summarizes the comments of each

participating funding agency, and often contains conditions

which regional councils must meet before receiving its State

Planning Assistance Grant.

A third major step toward achieving program accountability

was development in 1972 and early 1973 of the Performance

Effectiveness Program,16 a joint effort of the Division of

Planning Coordination, the National Association of Regional

Councils and Texas regional council executive directors. The

project provides a capability for internal and external evalua-

tion of the program performance of regional councils and is

expected to ultimately be mandated as another prerequisite to

receipt of the State grant.

In addition to formal monitoring as outlined above, the

Division staff also was urged by Petty and by his successor

as Division Director, Ed Grisham, to maintain close and constant

contact with the regional council staff and elected officials.

This provided a means to determine when assistance was necessary,

and served as an informal method of monitoring the activities

of each.

A Regional Policy for Texas

There was no more important regional policy developed

16Office of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion,Performance Effectiveness Program for Texas RegionalCouncils, Austin, Texas, February 1973.
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under either the Connally or Smith administrations than Regional

Planning and Development Organizations: The Texas Policy.17

Initiated at about the time that Grisham succeeded Dan Petty

as Division Director in October 1971, the document was not

published and released until January 1973, as Preston Smith

was leaving office. Much of the timing had to do with the

potential for political backlash which the document contained.

Much of the material contained in the report was codification

of policies long since established and generally adhered to.

But it was the first time that these policies had been committed

to public scrutiny in published form.

The document described five types of areawide agencies

and programs: regional councils, economic development districts,

manpower planning system, Resource Conservation and Develop-

ment projects and community action agencies. In keeping with

previous verbal policy, the document specified that all bound-

aries of these organizations must comply with the State Planning

Regions unless specific authorization was granted by the Office

of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordination.18 But the

document went well beyond that, calling the regional councils

of governments the "focal points for regional planning and

development ."19 in Texas, and restating that regional

17Office of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion, Regional Planning and Development Organizations: The
Texas Policy, Austin, Texas, January 1913.

18Ibid. 19 Ibid.
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councils were the only agencies to be recognized by the Gover-

nor for (1) criminal justice/law enforcement planning, (2) com-

prehensive health planning, (3) manpower planning, (4) 0MB

Circular A-95 review and comment and (5) HUD and other agency

planning at the areawide level. 20  Most importantly, the policy

document added:

Regional councils are the areawide comprehensive
planning agencies which function as "umbrella"
organizations and under which other areawide
planning organizations must coordinate their
planning. 21

Each of the other four types of areawide agencies and programs

were required to be coordinated with the appropriate regional

councils and the methodology for that coordination was spelled

out.22 Little in the document had not been stated before.

But it had never been condensed to a single document which so

clearly delineated the Governor's position. The policy was

left to the Division under incoming Governor Dolph Briscoe.

As of November 1973, Briscoe had made one major concession

calling for a waiver of the policy, but had otherwise supported

its requirements.

Summary of the Smith Years

Preston Smith was good for regionalism in Texas. He did

not know every move that Dan Petty, Ed Grisham and the Division

staff made with regard to regional councils, and he may not

have fully understood the impact of all that he knew. But he

20tbid., p. 13. 21Ibid., p. 13. 22 Ibid., pp. 133-19.
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had a sound basic knowledge of regional councils and more impor-

tantly, he trusted his staff. On only a few occasions did he

overrule decisions made by the Division on the basis of politi-

cal considerations. He allowed Petty, working closely with

Vernon McGee, Smith's top assistant for three years, to make

most decisions regarding strengthening regional councils.

Given this freedom, the Division pursued a strong course of

promoting and assisting regional councils.

The planning staff under Terrell Blodgett and the Division

of Planning Coordination under Jim Ray established a strong

precedent in its pro-regional council approach. The Division

under Petty and Grisham (who mirrored virtually all of Petty's

ideas and approaches) built on that foundation and instilled

in the Division a commitment that bordered on being a psycho-

logical "hang-up" favoring regional councils. The commitment

carried over into the Briscoe administration, as well, since

no staff changes were made as a result of the change in gover-

nors. Incoming Governor Briscoe inherited a staff which was

highly pro-regional council.

OMPNOW



CHAPTER VI

THE DIVISION OF PLANNING COORDINATION UNDER
A NEW ADMINISTRATION: AN ASSESSMENT

The future of regional councils in Texas is
indeed exciting. As your Governor, I have pledged
the resources of my office to capitalizing on the
opportunities presented by the regional council
concept. With your help, I am convinced that we
can realize these opportunities and achieve sig-
nificant progress in providing a better way of
life for all Texans.

Like Preston Smith, Governor Dolph Briscoe has found it

necessary to rely on the Division of Planning Coordination to

prepare his public comments and letters regarding regional

councils of governments. As a result, he has displayed a

strong public commitment to the concept, responding to a

request by the Division in the early months of his administra-

tion for an increase in the State grant to $1.7 million, and

speaking out publicly in support of regional councils. 2 But

privately, he has not fully decided if this support is jus-

tified and if it is to be continued.

This report does not fully examine the Briscoe adminis-

tration's attitude toward regional councils because the judge-

1Office of the Governor, Division of Planning Coordina-
tion, 1973 Directory of Regional Councils in Texas, Austin,
Texas, 1973. Cover letter from Governor Dolph Briscoe.

2See for example, the Speech by Governor Dolph Briscoe,
September 19, 1973, before the Eighth Annual Governor's Con-
ference on Intergovernmental Relations and Regional Planning,
in which he endorsed regional councils before an audience of
800 in Houston, Texas.
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ment is apparently yet to be made. Neither does it attempt

to address the question of whether or not the development of

regional councils and the related support of the Division of

Planning Coordination is "sound" State policy. No judgement

of the regional council concept or evaluation of the merits

and effectiveness of regional councils in Texas is intended.

The writer's biases are the result of three years of direct

professional involvement with the Division and with regional

councils and are acknowledged to be generally favorable toward

regional councils. It should be emphasized that these biases

are unimportant to the intent of this study.

What is important is recognition of the degree and kind

of support which the Division of Planning Coordination has

provided to regional councils in Texas, and understanding of

the motivation behind that support during the Connally and

Smith administrations. Political analysts must take their

place with politicians, bureaucrats and lay citizens in argu-

ing the merits of regionalism, and of Division support.

A Comparison of the Connally and Smith Years

Because of the uncertainty of the role of the Division

under Dolph Briscoe, this report is purposely limited to a

discussion of the Connally and Smith administrations. This is

also a logical period to study since completion of the state-

wide network of regional councils had been attained and
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numerous program responsibilities placed upon regional coun-

cils by the time Preston Smith left office in January 1973.

The findings of this report are summarized as follows:

The Division's Role Under Connally

Under John Connally, the concept of regionalism was

developed around his desire for State agency coordination.

The basic precepts of areawide cooperation and voluntaryism

were postulated by Administrative Assistant Terrell Blodgett

and implemented by Blodgett and Division Director Jim Ray

in their efforts to carry out the Governor's objectives.

The Division was not formalized until September 1967.

It was preceded by an agency known as the Planning Agency

Council for Texas (PACT), which had been designed solely as

a means to coordinate the efforts of the various water-related

State agencies in the development of the Texas Water Plan.

Through PACT, and later through the Division of Planning

Coordination, the planning staff was responsible for assisting

in the development of regional councils of governments. The

early efforts of the staff were important because of the

precedents they established, most notably the execution of

agreements with the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment, Economic Development Administration, Farmers Home Admin-

istration and Soil Conservation Service that effectively

controlled the geographic and functional duplication that

characterized multi-county planning and development organiza-

tions created by federal legislation in the early and mid-1960s.
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The planning staff under Blodgett--and later the Division of

Planning Coordination under Ray--spent a great deal of time

implementing and enforcing this agreement, and in building

on it. Completion of a statewide network of regional councils

was not achieved before John Connally's last term ended in

January 1969, but the staff had assisted in the formation

and/or development of the twenty regional councils which were

operating by that time.

The Division in January 1969 was composed of only a

half-dozen professional staff members, only one of which was.

assigned the sole responsibility of assisting and supporting

regional councils. Much of this assistance focused on the

State Planning Assistance Grant Program which was initiated

in 1968 at a level of $250,000 per year. The Division under

Connally also made some initial efforts to extend the program

responsibilities of regional councils, helping to designate

regional councils as the areawide criminal justice planning

agencies and instituting the practice of regional councils

serving as the areawide clearinghouses for review and comment

under Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95.

In summation, the Connally administration was a

period of concept formulation. The idea of promoting regional

councils was actually developed by Connally's staff, but he

must be given some personal credit since he introduced the

idea of the Planning Agency Council for Texas. Under Connally,
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the pattern of strong Division involvement with regional coun-

cils was firmly established.

The Division's Role Under Smith

When Preston Smith assumed the governorship, he apparent-

ly brought with him no pre-conceived notions about regional-

ism. He could certainly have chosen a different course of

action than John Connally, and might have except for the in-

fluence of Dan Petty, Smith's choice to succeed Jim Ray as

Director of the Division of Planning Coordination. Petty was

a regional council staff member and was already committed to

the concept when he began his directorship in January 1969.

Petty completed what had been started under Terrell Blodgett

and Jim Ray.

Just as the Connally years can be described as the time

for concept formulation, the Smith years may be called the

period of concept implementation. True, a great deal had been

accomplished prior to 1969 with regard to regional council

development, but an examination of regional council member-

ship in January 1969 demonstrates that regional councils had

not gained widespread acceptance from local governments by

that time. Further, the influence of regional councils was

still weak because programs were largely limited to physical

and criminal justice planning.

Petty established a goal of creating a statewide network

of regional councils which would serve as many local govern-
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ments as possible. He convinced Governor Smith of the merits

of supporting regional councils with the help of Vernon McGee,

Smith's top aide. Almost immediately, the State Planning

Assistance Grant was more than doubled, and amendments to the

State regional council enabling legislation adopted, both

under Smith's sponsorship. The State grant was continually

increased under the Smith administration, reaching a high of

$1.6 million annually by 1973.

Under Petty's direction, the Division also helped to

greatly increase the program responsibilities of regional

councils. Petty's goal of achieving a statewide network was

realized in May 1971, when the twenty-fourth and final regional

council was established. By the end of Smith's final term as

Governor, regional council membership totalled more than 1,300

units of local government, and program responsibilities in-

cluded planning for land use, open space, water and sewer,

criminal justice and law enforcement, economic development,

manpower, developmental disabilities, health, alcoholism and

aging. In addition, regional councils were operating state-

wide the Emergency Employment Act program, continuing to per-

form review and comment, and providing numerous other services

by regional council members. It seems clear that the geographic

and functional development of regional councils would have been

greatly hindered without the direct intervention and assistance

of the Division of Planning Coordination.
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The Division Under Dolph Briscoe

As noted previously, this report does not attempt to

survey the role of the Division under the Briscoe administra-

tion. However, it is necessary to comment on the possibility

which exists under the new Governor for a reversal in the

staunchly pro-regional council attitude which existed under

Connally and Smith. In evidence of this possible change in

attitude, Briscoe appointed in August 1973 a new Director of

the Division of Planning Coordination, Brigadier General

James M. Rose. One of the charges which the Governor apparent-

ly gave to Rose when he assumed the directorship was to fully

explore the regional council situation and to recommend to the

Governor the posture which the administration would assume.

The timing of change in administrations may prove criti-

cal for regional councils in Texas. Several events occurred

in the early days of the Briscoe administration which drew

unfavorable attention to regional councils, and created a

negative impression for the new Governor.

For one thing, the policy document, Regional Planning

and Development Organizations: The Texas Policy, contained

one very controversial recommendation. That recommendation

was to require the merger of two regional councils of govern-

ments--the Heart of Texas Council of Governments, Waco, and

the Central Texas Council of Governments, Belton--and the

Central Texas Economic Development District into a single
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agency. The three organizations had all existed since 1969

within a single State Planning Region in conflict with Division

policy. An exception had been granted by Governor Preston

Smith in one of the few instances where he failed to support

the Division of Planning Coordination. The recommendation in

the policies document to effect the merger brought tremendous

political pressure on incoming Governor Briscoe and he ordered

the merger requirement rescinded in March 1973.

A second negative event was the advent of major criti-

cisms against the North Central Texas Council of Governments

during the late spring and summer of 1973. The North Central

Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) is not only the oldest

in Texas, it is also considered generally as the strongest.

Consequently, its attack by County Commissioner George ('Skeet")

Richardson of Tarrant County and subsequent criticism by

officials in Dallas County seemed to reflect unfavorably on

the entire regional network.3

NCTCOG was also blasted by State Representative Al

Korioth of Farmers Branch, who took his criticism to the floor

of the House of Representatives during the 63rd legislative

3The Dallas Morning News, August 11, 1973. Richardson's
criticisms can be classified as philosophical, and generally
disregarded. However, Dallas County officials made a greater
public impact because they felt the county had been unfairly
treated in the creation of voting authority of a new Regional
Transportation Policy Advisory Committee of the North Central
Texas Council of Governments. The matter was ultimately
settled in November 1973 to the apparent satisfaction of the
county.
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session. Korioth initiated a floor debate to curtail the State

Planning Assistance Grant appropriation. Although the effort

was unsuccessful, he was later instrumental in the scheduling

of hearings concerning regional council activities. Although

he did not get the full-blown investigation he requested, the

House Intergovernmental Affairs Committee did schedule a series

of hearings beginning November 26-27, 1973, in Dallas, signify-

ing at least a partial victory for Representative Korioth.

With all of this negative activity, the impact on Gov-

ernor Briscoe and Rose is speculation at the time of this writ-

ing. Under Connally or Smith, the outcome would have been

far more predictable since the Director of the Division of

Planning Coordination was a proponent of regional councils

in both administrations. Consequently, the position of the

Governor was normally to support the regional councils as a

matter of course. Under Division Director Rose, the matter

is not so clear. Like Governor Briscoe, Rose has gone on

record publicly in support of the regional concept. But he

has been charged by the Governor to conduct an informal , in-

ternal investigation into the affairs and capabilities of

regional councils. He has privately admitted to having strong

personal misgivings and uncertainty about regional councils.

The official attitude of the Governor and of the Division of

Planning Coordination, and very possibly the fate of regional

councils, lies in the balance.
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